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														Employees at Apple retail store in New Jersey petition to unionize

				
					Apple Short Hills, an Apple retail store in the upscale town of Short Hills, New Jersey, has petitioned to unionize, reports Bloomberg. The store, located within a mall, has 104 employees that would be part of the union if the effort moves forward. The staff,...
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														A new judge is assigned to the Apple vs the U.S. Justice Department antitrust lawsuit

				
					The U.S. Justice Department’s antitrust case against has been reassigned to U.S. District Judge Julien Neals in New Jersey after another judge said he could not hear it due to a potential conflict of interest, reports Reuters. U.S. District Judge Michael Farbiarz, who...
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					Apple TV+ unveils first look for new kids and family series ‘Yo Gabba GabbaLand!’
	iOS compatible Rili.ai app that lets you create a ‘digital twin’ is now in beta testing 
	Apple looking to hire Head of Corporate PR, Europe, in its ongoing battle with the EC
	Apple wants Vision Pro users to be able to share virtual objects
	Independent browsers in the EU see growth after implementation of the DMA
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														Video games need to be more accessible for everyone

				
					Be a patron to read this exclusive content!To view this content, you must be a member of Apple's Patreon at $5 or moreAlready a qualifying Patreon member? Refresh to access this content.
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					Apple reportedly ramping up testing of its M3 chips
	The 24-inch iMac is Apple’s most (only?) ‘fun’ product
	Apple should take the money it’s spending on an ‘Apple Car’ and use it to improve Services instead
	Perhaps Apple plans an ‘iPad Pro Max’ to run Final Cut Pro, Logic Pro
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	47 mins ago
Apple retail store in Short Hills, New Jersey files to unionize | Mac Daily News
Apple retail store in Short Hills, New Jersey files to unionize
An Apple retail store in Short Hills, New Jersey, has petitioned to unionize. The mall store currently has 104 employees…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »
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Coming to Apple TV+: All the upcoming shows, series, movies, trailers, and more | Macworld
Coming to Apple TV+: All the upcoming shows, series, movies, trailers, and more
Macworld






Apple’s list of currently available content for Apple TV+ continues to grow, and so does the list of upcoming projects in the works. Films, limited series, specials, and multi-season series—Apple’s got lots of irons in the fire.d



Some of these projects have been officially announced and acknowledged by Apple, while others have been reported by the Hollywood press, which always has its ear to the ground about what projects actors, directors, and producers are involved in.



We’ve divided this list in two: Coming Soon is a list of shows for which Apple has given an official release date or release window, and Further Out compiles content that is still in production or perhaps haven’t even begun yet.



Updated 04/10/23: Several shows and films now have release dates, and Apple has announced its latest “first in theaters” film: Fly Me to the Moon.
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You don’t need an Apple TV set top box to watch Apple TV+, nor do you have to pay for a subscription, see: How to watch Apple TV+ for free. 



Coming Soon



The following shows, series, and movies have been officially announced by Apple and will typically will begin streaming in the next few weeks or months. 



Franklin



What it’s about: A limited series about one of America’s founding fathers, based on the book A Great Improvisation: Franklin, France, and the Birth of America by Pulitzer Prize winner Stacy Schiff.
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Important names: Michael Douglass is set to star as Benjamin Franklin. 



When you can watch: Franklin premieres on April 12, 2024.



Argylle



What it’s about: Follows the globe-trotting adventures of a super-spy named Argylle across the U.S., London and other exotic locations.









Important names: An ensemble cast starring Henry Cavill, Bryce Dallas Howard, Sam Rockwell, Bryan Cranston, Catherine O’Hara, Dua Lipa and Ariana DeBose with John Cena and Samuel L. Jackson.



When you can watch: Argylle has already appeared in theaters, and will hit Apple TV+ on April 12, 2024.



The Big Door Prize (season 2)



What it’s about: A small town is forever changed when a mysterious machine appears, promising to reveal everyone’s true potential. Soon residents start changing jobs, rethinking relationships, and questioning long-held beliefs—all in pursuit of a better future.
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Important names: Starring Chris O’Dowd, Gabrielle Dennis, Josh Segarra, Ally Maki, and Damon Gupton.



When you can watch: The second season of The Big Door Prize premieres on April 24, 2024.



Acapulco (season 3)



What it’s about: In season three of Acapulco, it’s time to reconcile past mistakes and exciting new beginnings. In the present story, older Maximo finds himself returning to a Las Colinas he no longer recognizes. While in 1985, younger Maximo continues his climb up the ladder of success while potentially jeopardizing all the relationships he’s worked so hard to build.
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Important names: Starring Eugenio Derbez, Enrique Arrizon, Fernando Carsa, Damián Alcázar, and more.



When you can watch: Acapulco season 3 premieres on May 1, 2024



Dark Matter



What it’s about: A series based on the novel Dark Matter; an alternate-universe thriller about a man who is abducted, drugged, and wakes up in a reality in which he made different choices in the past.
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Important names: The series is being adapted as a series by the author Blake Crouch and stars Joel Edgerton and Jennifer Connelly.



When you can watch: Dark Matter premieres on May 8, 2024.



The Big Cigar



What it’s about: A six-episode limited series that tells the story of how Black Panther leader Huey P. Newton relied on his best friend Bert Schneider, the Hollywood producer behind “Easy Rider,” to elude a nationwide manhunt and escape to Cuba while being pursued into exile by the FBI.
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Important names: Janine Sherman Barrois, Don Cheadle, Jim Hecht, and Joshuah Bearman, are on on board as producers. Don Cheadle will also direct the first two episodes. André Holland is in discussions to star.



When you can watch: The Big Cigar does will stream on May 17, 2024.



Trying (season 4)



What it’s about: In the exciting fourth season, we fast-forward six years, discovering that Nikki and Jason are experienced adopters having built a lovely little nuclear family, enriched by an extraordinary support network. However, as their teenage daughter, Princess, starts to yearn for a connection with her birth mother, Nikki and Jason find themselves confronted with the ultimate test of their parenting skills.
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Important names: Stars Rafe Spall, Esther Smith, Scarlett Rayner, Siân Brooke, Darren Boyd, and Cooper Turner.



When you can watch: Season 4 of Trying premieres on May 22, 2024.



Presumed Innocent



What it’s about: An eight-episode limited series inspired by the Scott Turow novel of the same name. A courtroom drama that tells the story of a murder that ends up in the Chicago Prosecuting Attorneys’ office when one of its own is suspected of the crime.
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Important names: The showrunner is David E. Kelley, with J.J. Abrams and Dustin Thomason as executive producers. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Ruth Negga, Bill Camp, and Elizabeth Marvel.



When you can watch: Presumed Innocent premieres on June 14, 2024.



Land of Women



What it’s about: Based on Sandra Barneda’s bestselling novel of the same name. A six-episode dramedy about Gala, a New York empty nester whose life is turned upside down when her husband implicates the family in financial improprieties, and she is forced to flee the city alongside her aging mother and college-age daughter.
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Important names: Will star Eva Longoria, Santiago Cabrera, Victoria Bazúa, and Carmen Maura. Directed by Carlos Sedes.



When you can watch: Land of Women will be released on June 26, 2024.



Fly Me to the Moon



What it’s about: A stylized comedy-drama about NASA’s effort to market the Apollo astronauts and moon landing, including producing a fake moon landing film in secret just in case the real one fails.









Important names: Starting Scarlett Johansson and Channing Tatum, directed by Greg Berlanti. 



When you can watch: Fly Me to the Moon will debut in theaters on July 12, with an Apple TV+ streaming date to follow later.



Yo Gabba Gabbaland!



What it’s about: Join familiar friends Muno, Foofa, Plex, Brobee and Toodee, and meet new magician Kammy Kam. Dance, sing, play and make learning fun as kids and parents jump into Yo Gabba GabbaLand.
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Important names: Stars Kamryn Smith, Erin Pearce, Emma Penrose, Adam Deibert, Amos Watene, and Christian Jacobs.



When you can watch: Yo Gabba Gabbaland! premieres on August 9, 2024.



Further Out



These shows, series, and movies may or may not have been officially announced, and do not yet have definitive release dates. Some may debut in the next few months, others be more than a year away. It’s even possible that some of these projects will never be released.



Imperfect Women



What it’s about: A limited series based on Araminta Hall’s novel of the same name. It is described as, “an unconventional psychological thriller examining a crime that shatters the lives of a decades-long friendship of three women.”



Important names: It will star and be produced by Elisabeth Moss and Kerry Washington.



When you can watch: Imperfect Women has no release date yet.



The Last Thing He Told Me (season 2)



What it’s about: Laura Dave’s novel of the same name has a sequel set to publish in 2025, and Apple has landed the rights to produce a second season of its show based on that novel, and due to stream not long after the novel’s release.



Important names: Stars Jennifer Garner, Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Angourie Rice and David Morse.



When you can watch: In 2025, after publication of the sequel to the novel The Last Thing He Told Me.



Neuromancer



What it’s about: A new 10-episode drama based on the award-winning novel of the same name by William Gibson. The series will follow a damaged, top-rung super-hacker named Case who is thrust into a web of digital espionage and high stakes crime with his partner Molly, a razor-girl assassin with mirrored eyes aiming to pull a heist on a corporate dynasty with untold secrets.



Important names: Created for TV by Graham Roland and JD Dillard. Specific stars and directors have not yet been attached.



When you can watch: Neuromancer does not yet have a release date.



Prime Target



What it’s about: An eight-episode one-hour conspiracy thriller that features a brilliant young math postgraduate on the verge of a major breakthrough. If he succeeds in finding a pattern in prime numbers, he will hold the key to every computer in the world. 
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Important names: Stars Leo Woodall and Quintessa Swindell. Directed by Brady Hood.



When you can watch: Prime Target does not yet have a release date.



Fancy Dance



What it’s about: Since her sister’s disappearance, Jax has cared for her niece Roki by scraping by on the Seneca-Cayuga reservation in Oklahoma. Every spare minute goes into finding her missing sister while also helping Roki prepare for an upcoming powwow. The pair hit the road and scour the backcountry to track down Roki’s mother in time for the powwow.
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Important names: Stars Lily Gladstone and Isabel Deroy-Olson, directed and co-written by Erica Tremblay.



When you can watch: Fancy Dance has no release date yet, but will premiere in theaters and on Apple TV+ later in 2024.



Murderbot



What it’s about: A 10-episode action-packed sci-fi series based on a series of novellas by Martha Wells. Tells the story of a self-hacking security android who is horrified by human emotion yet drawn to its vulnerable “clients.” Murderbot must hide its free will and complete a dangerous assignment when all it really wants is to be left alone to watch futuristic soap operas and figure out its place in the universe.



Important names: Starring Alexander Skarsgård, written and directed by Chris and Paul Weitz.



When you can watch: Murderbot does not yet have a release date.



Camp Snoopy



What it’s about: After discovering their troop is in danger of disbanding, Snoopy and the Beagle Scouts set off to the Great Outdoors to earn their performance badges, with the Beagle Scout Manual as their guide. Meanwhile, Charlie Brown and friends enjoy their summer at Camp Spring Lake, crossing paths with Snoopy as they experience everything camp and the outdoors have to offer.



Important names: Features the same Peanuts characters we’ve known for decades.



When you can watch: Camp Snoopy is a new series set to debut in 2024, with no release date yet.



La Maison



What it’s about: A family drama series about the life of an iconic French fashion house. 



Important names: Stars Lambert Wilson, Amira Casar, Carole Bouquet, Zita Hanro, and Pierre Deladonchamps. Directed by Fabrice Gobert and Daniel Grou alias Podz.



When you can watch: La Maison does not yet have a release date.



Carême



What it’s about: A biography drama about Antonin Carême, the so-called first celebrity chef, who rose to stardom in the 19th century. While he dreams only of becoming the most famous chef in the world, his talent and ambitions attract the attention of renowned and powerful politicians, who use him as a spy for France.



Important names: Benjamin Voisin stars as Carême, with Jérémie Renier and Lyna Khoudri co-staring.



When you can watch: Carême does not yet have a release date.



The Savant



What it’s about: An eight-episode limited series inspired by a true story published by Cosmopolitan. The storyline and character details are being kept under wraps for now.



Important names: Written and showrun by Melissa James Gibson, starring Jessica Chastain in the lead role.



When you can watch: The Savant does not yet have a release date.



Mere Mortals



What it’s about: An eight-episode series of individual tales set in the world of Mythic Quest that will explore the lives of employees, players, and fans who are impacted by the game. It is said to be in the vein of Mythic Quest episodes “A Dark Quiet Death,” “Backstory!,” “Everlight,” and “Sarian.”



Important names: The series is created by Mythic Quest writers Ashly Burch, John Howell Harris, and Katie McElhenney.



When you can watch: Mere Mortals does not yet have a release date.



Firebug



What it’s about: A fictional drama series inspired by true events, Firebug will follow a troubled detective and an enigmatic arson investigator as they pursue the trails of two serial arsonists.



Important names: Written and created by Dennis Lehane, starring Taron Egerton.



When you can watch: Firebug does not yet have a release date.



Untitled Vince Gilligan drama



What it’s about: It is described as a “described as a blended, grounded genre drama,” which doesn’t tell us much.



Important names: Vince Gilligan gave us Breaking Bad and Better Call Saul. Rhea Seehorn is attached to star in the lead role.



When you can watch: This new series does not yet have a release date.



Untitled Formula One film starring Brad Pitt



What it’s about: We don’t know much, other than that Apple says “Brad Pitt stars as a driver who comes out of retirement to compete alongside a rookie driver against the titans of the sport.”



Important names: Brad Pitt stars, with Joseph Kosinski directing, and seven-time Formula One champion Sir Lewis Hamilton producing.



When you can watch: The film does not yet have a release date.



Speed Racer



What it’s about: A live-action series based on the beloved Japanese animated show from the ’60s. 



Important names: Will be produced by J.J. Abrams’ Bad Robot production company, with Hiram Martinez and Ron Fitzgerald as writers and showrunners.



When you can watch: Speed Racer has no release date yet.



Las Azules



What it’s about: A 10-episode crime drama series set in 1970 and based on the true stories of Mexico’s first female police force.



Important names:  Fernando Rovzar and Pablo Aramendi serve as directors and showrunners. Starring Bárbara Mori.



When you can watch: Las Azules is in production but does not yet have a release date.



The White Darkness



What it’s about: A limited series based on David Grann’s nonfiction book about Henry Worsley, who crossed Antarctica on foot.



Important names: Tom Hiddleston stars, Soo Hugh directs.



When you can watch: The White Darkness has no release date yet.



Midnight Family



What it’s about: Apple’s first all-Spanish-language series, with an entirely Hispanic cast and crew. The story follows Marigaby Tamayo, a medical student by day who spends her nights saving lives throughout Mexico City aboard her family’s privately owned ambulance.



Important names: Stars Joaquín Cosío, Renata Vaca, Diego Calva, Yalitza Aparicio, Itzan Escamilla, and more.



When you can watch: Midnight Family has no release date yet.



Omnivore



What it’s about: A food documentary series that tells the story of humanity and the planet through eight defining ingredients.



Important names: Created by filmmaker Cary Joji Fukunaga and chef René Redzepi.



When you can watch: Omnivore does not yet have a release date.



Sunny



What it’s about: Apple describes this 10-episodes series as a “darkly comedic half-hour drama” about Suzie, an American woman living in Kyoto, Japan. When her husband and son disappear in a mysterious plane crash, she’s given Sunny, one of a new class of domestic robots made by her husband’s electronics company. They develop an unexpected friendship, and uncover the dark truth of what really happened to Suzie’s family.



Important names: Rashida Jones stars as Suzie, written and executive produced by Katie Robbins.



When you can watch: Sunny has no release date yet.



Disclaimer



What it’s about: Based on the novel of the same name by Renee Knight. Catherine Ravenscroft is a television documentary journalist whose work has been built on revealing the concealed transgressions of long-respected institutions. A novel written by a widower has her as a key character in a story that she had hoped was long buried in the past. A story that reveals her darkest secret. A secret she thought was hers alone.



Important names: Acclaimed filmmaker Alfonso Cuarón will write and direct all episodes. Cate Blanchett and Kevin Kline will star.



When you can watch: This series has no release date yet.



Untitled Jon Watts / Brad Pitt / George Clooney film



What it’s about: A thriller in which two lone-wolf fixers (Pitt and Clooney) get assigned to the same job. Deadline reports that Apple outbid other major studios and distributors for the film rights. The film doesn’t have a title yet.



Important names: Written and directed by Jon Watts, starring George Clooney and Brad Pitt.



When you can watch: This film has no release date yet.



Bad Monkey



What it’s about: An adaptation of the Carl Hiaasen novel of the same name, “Bad Monkey” tells the story of Andrew Yancy, a one-time detective demoted to restaurant inspector in Southern Florida. A severed arm found by a tourist out fishing pulls Yancy into the world of greed and corruption that decimates the land and environment in both Florida and the Bahamas. And yes, there’s a monkey.



Important names: Written and produced by Bill Lawrence (Scrubs, Ted Lasso, Cougar Town) and starring Vince Vaughn. 



When you can watch: Bad Monkey has no release date yet.



Untitled Negro League Baseball series



What it’s about: Follows the life and career of legendary pitcher Leroy “Satchel” Paige. 



Important names: The series is produced by Erving “Magic” Johnson, among others. It is in conjunction with the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum and MLB.



When you can watch: This series has no release date yet.



Number One on the Call Sheet



What it’s about: A pair of documentary films that examine the history of black actors and actresses in Hollywood. One focuses on leading men, the other on leading women.



Important names: Producers include Jamie Foxx, Kevin Hart, Datari Turner, Dan Cogan, Angela Bassett, Halle Berry, Reginald Hudlin, and Bryan Smiley.



When you can watch: These two companion films have no release date yet.



Untitled Chuck Barris drama



What it’s about: Gong Show host Chuck Barris famously claimed to be a secret CIA assassin in his autobiography Confessions of a Dangerous Mind, which was made into a feature film in 2002. A Deadline report says Apple is developing an hour-long drama series about Barris as both Gong Show host and CIA assassin.



Important names: Justin Timberlake is attached to star as Chuck Barris.



When you can watch: This series has no release date yet. 



Lady in the Lake



What it’s about: Apple’s description of this limited series says it “takes place in ’60s Baltimore, where an unsolved murder pushes housewife and mother Maddie Schwartz to reinvent her life as an investigative journalist and sets her on a collision course with Cleo Sherwood, a hard-working woman juggling motherhood, many jobs and a passionate commitment to advancing Baltimore’s Black progressive agenda.”



Important names: It will star Natalie Portman and Moses Ingram. Directed by Alma Har’el.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



The Search for WondLa



What it’s about: Based on the children’s book by Tony DiTerlizzi, which follows the story of Eva Nine, a girl who spent most of her life living underground before being forced to flee outside and survive with a robot named Muthr, an alien named Rovander Kitt, and a water bear named Otto. Apple plans to run at least two seasons of this show.



Important names: Written and produced by Lauren Montgomery.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Dolly



What it’s about: Deadline describes it as a “sci-fi courtroom drama in which a robotic ‘companion doll’ kills its owner and then shocks the world by claiming that she is not guilty and asking for a lawyer.”



Important names: Florence Pugh and Vanessa Taylor are attached to star and Drew Pearce will write the script.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Bride



What it’s about: Deadline reports that this is a genre-bending film about an engineered “ideal wife” who rejects her creator, escapes captivity, and discovers her true self.



Important names: The film will star Scarlett Johansson and will be directed by Sebastián Lelio.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Earthsound



What it’s about: A natural history documentary series that uses new audio technology and cinematic 360-degree audio to reveal untold nature stories from every continent.



Important names: It will be executive produced by Alex Williamson, and the series producer is Sam Hodgson.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Untitled Idris Elba spy thriller



What it’s about: According to Variety, this is to be a “spy movie with romance set in Africa” but little else is known about the nascent project. The report says it’s early in production. 



Important names: The film will star Idris Elba and is produced by Simon Kinberg and Audrey Chon.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Hedy Lamarr series



What it’s about: According to The Hollywood Reporter, it’s an eight-episode series about the 1930s and 40s actress and inventor Hedy Lamarr (whose frequency-hopping radio technology is still the basis for many modern wireless communications).



Important names: Gal Gadot is set to star as Lamarr, with a script written by Sarah Treem.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Where the Wild Things Are



What it’s about: Apple has struck an overall deal with The Maurice Sendak Foundation to produce shows or series based on the author’s works for children. The most famous of these, by far, is Where the Wild Things Are.



Important names: Apple is working with longtime Sendak collaborator Arthur Yorinks and his production studio Night Kitchen Studios.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Custom of the Country



What it’s about: A limited-series adaptation of the Edith Wharton novel The Custom of the Country. The novel, published in the early 20th century, is about a midwestern girl who climbs the ladder of New York high society.



Important names: The big one is Sofia Coppola, who is developing the series for Apple. No word yet on whether she will direct it.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



El Gato Negro



What it’s about: Based on Richard Dominguez’s comic book about an aging luchador who teams up with his grandson to use the El Gato Negro persona to fight crime in South Texas.



Important names: Robert Rodriguez will direct and produce, while Diego Boneta will star and also produce.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Brie Larson CIA biography series



What it’s about: A report in Variety says that Apple has made a direct-to-series order for a new drama based on the real-life experiences of CIA undercover operative Amaryllis Fox. Fox has a hot novel named Life Undercover: Coming of Age in the CIA that released in October 2019. 



Important names: Brie Larson will star and executive produce the series.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



My Glory Was I Had Such Friends



What it’s about: A report from Variety says that Apple has made a direct-to-series order of My Glory Was I Had Such Friends. The limited series, based on the Amy Silverstein memoir about a woman awaiting heart surgery and the women who supported her.



Important names: Jennifer Garner was previously attached but has left the show.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Losing Earth



What it’s about: This summer, The New York Times Magazine published an epic feature titled, “Losing Earth: The Decade We Almost Stopped Climate Change.” At over 30,000 words, it took up an entire issue of the magazine and earned critical acclaim. It focused on how, from 1979 to 1989, a small team of scientists, activists, and politicians tried to stop climate change while there was still time. 



We don’t know the format the show will take, but The New York Times specifically calls it a “series.” Based on the source material, it seems like a single-season limited series makes the most sense.



Important names: The article’s author, Nathaniel Rich, will serve as executive producer together with Anonymous Content founder and CEO Steve Golin.



When you can watch: No release date yet.



Time Bandits



What it’s about: Terry Gilliam’s time-traveling adventure comedy Time Bandits may make its way to the small screen in a TV series. Deadline reports that Apple is buying up the rights to make a TV show of the cult classic film.



The film, about a young boy who gets caught up with a troupe of thieves as they hop across history to steal treasure, ever on the run from the “supreme being” from whom they’ve stolen their time map, is good fodder for a TV show. But the film has a dedicated cult following who will place high demands on maintaining the film’s heart and quirky sense of British humor.



Important names: Terry Gilliam will have an executive producer role, but will not write for the show. A report in Variety says that the series will be directed by Taika Waititi, whose quirky film What We Do in the Shadows earned him a cult following, and who earned huge international acclaim for his direction of Thor: Rangrarok and Jojo Rabbit. 



When you can watch: No release date yet.



You Think It, I’ll Say It



What it’s about:  According to Variety, Apple has ordered a 10-episode, half-hour run of a new comedy variety show. The show is inspired by Curtis Sittenfeld’s collection of short stories You Think It, I’ll Say It.



Important names: SNL alum Kristen Wiig was set to star, but pulled out citing scheduling conflicts with Wonder Woman 1984. The show is created and produced by Colleen McGuinness (30 Rock, About a Boy).



When you can watch: This project does not yet have a title or release date.

Apple TVRead more »



	08:41 pm
Elon Musk: Artificial general intelligence could surpass human intelligence as soon as next year | Mac Daily News
Elon Musk: Artificial general intelligence could surpass human intelligence as soon as next year
Elon Musk predicts that artificial general intelligence (AGI) could surpass human intelligence as soon as next year or by 2026, but…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	08:34 pm
Apple Store in New Jersey with over 100 employees petitions to unionize | 9 to 5 Mac
Apple Store in New Jersey with over 100 employees petitions to unionize
We’ve seen some Apple Retail Stores seeking to unionize in recent years, especially after a store in Maryland became the first in the US to vote to unionize. Now the staff at Apple Short Hills in New Jersey has also petitioned to unionize.



 more…Read more »



	08:34 pm
Anker’s new 30W Power Bank Fusion doubles as a wall charger with built-in USB-C cable | 9 to 5 Mac
Anker’s new 30W Power Bank Fusion doubles as a wall charger with built-in USB-C cable
Anker is taking another stab at the hybrid power bank that turns into a USB-C charger when plugged into the wall. Its new 30W Power Bank Fusion goes one step further by pairing thewith a built-in USB-C cable. 



 more…Read more »



	08:30 pm
New Jersey Apple Store files to unionize | AppleInsider
New Jersey Apple Store files to unionize
Apple Short Hills in New Jersey has filed to unionize and is represented by the Communications Workers of America.Apple Short Hills in New JerseyFive Apple Stores across the United States have filed to unionize and only two have successfully unionized. It is a tough battle for unionization efforts as Apple has been accused of anti-union tactics and the National Labor Relations Board has previously ruled as such.According to a report from Bloomberg, Apple Short Hills in New Jersey has filed to unionize with the Communications Workers of America representing the employees. If a vote to unionize is successful, it will be the third Apple Store to accomplish unionization. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	08:02 pm
U.S. DOJ’s antitrust suit against Apple gets new judge after recusal | Mac Daily News
U.S. DOJ’s antitrust suit against Apple gets new judge after recusal
The U.S. DOJ's antitrust case accusing Apple of somehow unlawfully monopolizing the smartphone market without having a monopoly was…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	07:52 pm
Apple makes it really hard for users to completely stop it from collecting data | AppleInsider
Apple makes it really hard for users to completely stop it from collecting data
Apple's default apps are collecting user data even if users try disabling them, research from Aalto University claims, with it being an almost impossible task to properly accomplish.Apple's Advanced Data Protection featureApple prides itself on making privacy a key reason to own an iPhone and its other products. It has privacy policies like App Tracking Transparency that can limit the amount of data collected by third-party apps installed by users.However, a study by Aalto University that examined default apps and services included as part of a new iPhone found Apple's own apps can feed back a lot of data to Apple. Also, that data was hard to prevent from being collected in the first place. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	07:38 pm
Apple TV+ unveils first look at new kids series ‘Yo Gabba GabbaLand!,’ coming August 9th | Mac Daily News
Apple TV+ unveils first look at new kids series ‘Yo Gabba GabbaLand!,’ coming August 9th
On Wednesday, Apple TV+ revealed a first look at the star-studded new 10-episode series “Yo Gabba GabbaLand!,” inspired by celebrated…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	07:38 pm
Judge overseeing US DOJ lawsuit recuses himself, new judge takes over | AppleInsider
Judge overseeing US DOJ lawsuit recuses himself, new judge takes over
US District Judge Michael Farbiarz claims a conflict of interest won't let him oversee the DOJ lawsuit against Apple, so US District Judge Julien Neals is taking over the case.US District Court in New JerseyThe U.S. Department Of Justice sued Apple along with 15 states claiming the company monopolizes portions of the smartphone market. The years-long battle has barely begun, yet changes are already happening.According to a report from Reuters, District Judge Michael Farbiarz had to recuse himself from the case based on mandatory requirements by law. He didn't define exactly what the conflict of interest was, but it usually deals with close association with members of the case via family or personal ties. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	07:17 pm
iPhone 16 rumored to come in multiple new colors: here’s the list | 9 to 5 Mac
iPhone 16 rumored to come in multiple new colors: here’s the list
While the iPhone 16 won’t feature any dramatic design changes, Apple is allegedly planning to shake up the color choices. According to a new rumor today, the iPhone 16 will be available in two additional colors compared to the iPhone 15 lineup. 



 more…Read more »



	07:08 pm
Apple TV+ journeys to Eva Longoria’s Land of Women dramedy this summer | Cult of Mac
Apple TV+ journeys to Eva Longoria’s Land of Women dramedy this summer
Apple TV+ revealed Wednesday that "Land of Women," a comedy/drama starring Eva Longoria, will make its global debut in June.
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »



	06:56 pm
9to5Mac Daily: April 10, 2024 – Apple’s AI plans in iOS 18 and beyond | 9 to 5 Mac
9to5Mac Daily: April 10, 2024 – Apple’s AI plans in iOS 18 and beyond
Listen to a recap of the top stories of the day from 9to5Mac. 9to5Mac Daily is available on iTunes and Apple’s Podcasts app, Stitcher, TuneIn, Google Play, or through our dedicated RSS feed for Overcast and other podcast players.Sponsored by Ulysses: The ultimate writing app for iPhone, iPad, and Mac. Learn more and get started today for free. 







 more…Read more »



	06:41 pm
iOS 17.5 brings Apple’s new Quartiles word game | Cult of Mac
iOS 17.5 brings Apple’s new Quartiles word game
iOS 17.5, iPadOS 17.5 and macOS 14.5, all in beta, feature a new News+ Puzzles word game called Quartiles.
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »



	06:01 pm
Smaller indie web browsers eat into Safari’s EU share after DMA takes effect | Mac Daily News
Smaller indie web browsers eat into Safari’s EU share after DMA takes effect
Smaller web browsers are gaining some traction in the European Union after the Digital Markets Act (DMA) started requiring designated…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	05:56 pm
Latest iPhone 16 rumors reveal new colors, minor changes in battery capacity | Macworld
Latest iPhone 16 rumors reveal new colors, minor changes in battery capacity
Macworld






It probably won’t surprise anyone that the iPhone 16 will have some minor differences from the iPhone 15. Slimmer bezels, a slightly different arrangement of cameras on the back, a new processor, and so on. Now, a pair of new rumors gives us some possible insight into other changes from last year’s iPhone.



First, we have a leaker from Chinese social media site Weibo with an unproved track record who claims to have battery figures for this year’s iPhone 16 models (compared to the iPhone 15 lineup):




iPhone 16: 3561mAh (+6%)



iPhone 16 Plus: 4006mAh (-9%)



iPhone 16 Pro: 3355mAh (+2.5%)



iPhone 16 Pro Max: 4676mAh (+5%)




The capacities for all models are just slightly different than this year’s iPhone 15 lineup, with the biggest change being a nearly 10 percent drop in overall capacity for the iPhone 16 Plus. However, measuring battery capacity in milliamp-hours doesn’t always give a good picture of battery life, as it doesn’t take into account nominal voltage output. How long your iPhone lasts is a factor of much more than battery capacity: the power utilization of the processor, RAM, storage, wireless radios, display, and other sensors all play a huge part. 



In other words, it’s still too early to know if the iPhone 16 models will last longer than the iPhone 15 or not. 



Another Weibo leaker claims to have the scoop on colors for the iPhone 16 Plus. We expect the regular iPhone 16 to carry the same colors, though the Pro models usually differ. According to this leaker, the colors for the iPhone 16 Plus will be white, black, blue, green, pink, purple, and yellow. 



That’s the same colors as the current iPhone 15 models with the addition of white and purple. Of course, these simple adjectives don’t give us a feel for what they will really look like. Green can be a very pale pastel mint color green as it is on the iPhone 15 today, or a deep forest green, or anything in between.



For more rumors and leaks about Apple’s 2024 iPhone lineup, check out our iPhone 16 guide.

iPhoneRead more »



	05:16 pm
Samsung launches new Bespoke AI appliances with savings of up to $1,200 off | AppleInsider
Samsung launches new Bespoke AI appliances with savings of up to $1,200 off
Preorder deals are in effect now on Samsung's 2024 line of Bespoke intelligent appliances, discounting the smart home gear by up to $1,200. Plus, get free installation and haul away on qualifying items.Save up to $1,200 on Samsung's new Bespoke AI appliances.Tired of moving your laundry from the washer to the dryer? Samsung's 2024 Bespoke AI Laundry Combo eliminates the need to transfer loads, saving you time and space.And now the all-in-one laundry combo is on sale for $2,199, a discount of $1,100. The Bespoke AI Laundry Combo installs easily with a 120V standard outlet — and no dryer vent exhaust system is needed. You must have water lines and a drain hose installed where the unit is placed. Continue Reading on AppleInsiderRead more »



	05:15 pm
Report: People are bailing on Safari after DMA makes changing defaults easier | Ars Technica
Report: People are bailing on Safari after DMA makes changing defaults easier
Indie browsers report significant spikes in users in the past month.Read more »



	05:08 pm
Apple supplier TSMC’s Q1 revenue rise beats market expectations | Mac Daily News
Apple supplier TSMC’s Q1 revenue rise beats market expectations
Major Apple supplier TSMC reported a 16.5% rise in first-quarter revenue on Wednesday, beating market expectations and at the high…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	04:48 pm
Apple wants to hire a PR heavyweight to battle the EU on its own soil | AppleInsider
Apple wants to hire a PR heavyweight to battle the EU on its own soil
Apple has been having no luck arguing against the EU's Digital Markets Act, and it's paid the price in fines and forced changes to its App Store — so now it's looking for a European head of PR.Apple logo superimposed on a European Union flagIt perhaps says a lot about Apple's success in promoting itself across Europe that it's not been possible to confirm that the Head of Corporate PR role is actually new. Even in a famously secretive company, the issue of who runs PR shouldn't be a mystery.And there have definitely been people in charge, they just don't appear to have had this particular title. Tanya Ridd, for instance, was reportedly Apple's head of PR for north and south Europe, which you'd think would just mean Europe. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	04:42 pm
iOS 17.5 expands Puzzles collection with leaderboards and new ‘Quartiles’ word game | 9 to 5 Mac
iOS 17.5 expands Puzzles collection with leaderboards and new ‘Quartiles’ word game
Following the addition of crosswords in iOS 17, Apple News+ is expanding its catalog of games as part of iOS 17.5. Starting with iOS 17.5, there is a new game called “Quartiles” available in the News app, which prompts players to select from a grid of tiles to form words.



 more…Read more »



	04:40 pm
Here’s how to find your System Report in macOS Sonoma | 9 to 5 Mac
Here’s how to find your System Report in macOS Sonoma
Like macOS Ventura, Sonoma comes with System Settings as the replacement for System Preferences. With that, the Mac System Report isn’t where it used to be. Here’s how to find it to get all the fine details of your Mac.



 more…Read more »



	04:32 pm
False Flag: Social media erupts over Apple's predictive text Palestine blunder | AppleInsider
False Flag: Social media erupts over Apple's predictive text Palestine blunder
Apple's predictive text system has prompted claims of antisemitism against the iPhone maker, by serving the Palestinian flag after users type in Jerusalem.An example of the Palestinian flag showing as a predictive text suggestion for Jerusalem in iMessageApple's latest software update to iOS 17, bringing it to iOS 17.4.1, has seemingly introduced a change to the autocorrect system. A change that some social media users are using to criticize the company with allegations of antisemitism.For some users of iOS, typing in Jerusalem brings up the Palestinian flag as an optional emoji to add in iMessage. The problem isn't limited to the predictive text system, as searching for the city under the emoji search comes up with the same result. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	04:30 pm
More iPhones are made in India than you might think | Cult of Mac
More iPhones are made in India than you might think
A new report indicates that 14% of iPhone units are actually assembled in India. This is part of Apple reducing its dependence on China.
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »



	04:15 pm
Here’s your one shot at lowest-ever price on Apple Watch 9 | Cult of Mac
Here’s your one shot at lowest-ever price on Apple Watch 9
This is a tremendous bargain, but it comes with a catch: Your one option is 41mm, GPS only, in the color Product (Red). 
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »



	04:03 pm
Elon Musk’s X rolls out worldwide support for passkeys on iOS | Mac Daily News
Elon Musk’s X rolls out worldwide support for passkeys on iOS
After debuting for U.S. iOS users in January, Elon Musk's X is rolling out support for passkeys, a new and more secure login method compared…
The post  appeared first on MacDailyNews.Read more »



	03:52 pm
Apple Music leads HomePod streaming, but Spotify has an incredibly strong position | AppleInsider
Apple Music leads HomePod streaming, but Spotify has an incredibly strong position
Apple Music emerges as the top choice for HomePod users — with Spotify also very strong on the platform.Is Amazon Music evidence of a monopoly?Recent research from Consumer Intelligence Research Partners (CIRP) has shed light on the competitive music streaming hardware landscape. It reveals that Amazon's in-house music services, Prime Music and Amazon Music Unlimited, are gaining significant traction.The popularity of Amazon Music, however, raises concerns about fair competition, as roughly one-third of consumers use Amazon Prime Music. Meanwhile, 14% opt for Amazon Music Unlimited, potentially impacting the market share of rivals like Apple Music, Spotify, and Google's YouTube Music. Continue Reading on AppleInsider | Discuss on our ForumsRead more »



	03:52 pm
Today in Apple history: Steve Jobs loses control of the Mac | Cult of Mac
Today in Apple history: Steve Jobs loses control of the Mac
On April 10, 1985, Steve Jobs was removed as general manager of the Macintosh division after a showdown with Apple CEO John Sculley.
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »



	03:44 pm
M2 Mac mini starts from $549, plus rare Magic Keyboard and Magic Mouse deals and more | 9 to 5 Mac
M2 Mac mini starts from $549, plus rare Magic Keyboard and Magic Mouse deals and more
We’re halfway through the work week and all of today’s best deals are headlined by the first discount in months on Apple’s latest M2 Mac mini. Now starting from $549, the savings carry over to a pair of rare price cuts on Apple’s Space Black Magic Keyboard with Touch ID at $49 off and Magic Mouse from $68. Hit the jump for all that and more in the latest 9to5Toys Lunch Break.



 more…Read more »



	03:30 pm
Dual-display rig boasts speedy M3 and M2 MacBooks [Setups] | Cult of Mac
Dual-display rig boasts speedy M3 and M2 MacBooks [Setups]
What could be better than a snazzy M2 MacBook Air? Well, you could add an M3 Max MacBook Pro to it like this guy did. 
(via Cult of Mac - Apple news, rumors, reviews and how-tos)Read more »
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	1 hour ago
Apple Releases Safari Technology Preview 192 With Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements | MacRumors
Apple Releases Safari Technology Preview 192 With Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements
Apple today released a new update for Safari Technology Preview, the experimental browser Apple first introduced in March 2016. Apple designed the Safari Technology Preview to test features that may be introduced into future release versions of Safari.


Safari Technology Preview 192 includes fixes and updates for Authentication, CSS, Editing, JavaScript, Media, Rendering, Web API, and Web Extensions. 

The current Safari Technology Preview release is compatible with machines running macOS Ventura and macOS Sonoma, the latest version of macOS that Apple released in September 2023.

The Safari Technology Preview update is available through the Software Update mechanism in System Preferences or System Settings to anyone who has downloaded the browser. Full release notes for the update are available on the Safari Technology Preview website.

Apple's aim with Safari Technology Preview is to gather feedback from developers and users on its browser development process. Safari Technology Preview can run side-by-side with the existing Safari browser and while designed for developers, it does not require a developer account to download.Tag: Safari Technology PreviewThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	08:32 pm
Apple Store Employees in New Jersey File to Unionize | MacRumors
Apple Store Employees in New Jersey File to Unionize
Apple employees at the Apple Store in Short Hills, New Jersey have petitioned to unionize, reports Bloomberg. Retail store unionization efforts have died down in recent months after locations in Oklahoma and Maryland successfully unionized in 2022.


There are 104 workers at Apple Short Hills, which is located in the Short Hills Mall. Communication Workers of America (CWA) filed a unionization petition with the National Labor Relations Board on behalf of employees earlier this week.

In a statement, the CWA said that forming a union would be the best way to "ensure all Apple workers receive the respect, pay, benefits and working conditions" that they deserve. The group has requested that Apple "not to interfere in our ongoing organizing efforts and, instead, allow workers to freely determine for themselves whether to form a union."

Apple told Bloomberg that it offers "exceptional" benefits and competitive pay to its employees.
We have always paid our retail teams in the top tier of the market. And we provide exceptional and comprehensive benefits for all full- and part-time employees as a part of the overall support we provide to our valued team members.
Following the petition, workers at the store will need to vote on whether to join the union. If a majority decide to do so, the store will unionize. Union employees are able to negotiate with Apple for improved working conditions and benefits. In Maryland, workers have been working to negotiate with Apple for a 10 percent pay increase, tips from customers, and changes to overtime and leave policies.

While two stores have unionized, unionization efforts have failed in other locations. An Apple retail location in St. Louis voted not to unionize, and a store in Atlanta withdrew its request to unionize after alleged interference from Apple. The U.S. National Labor Relations Board said in December 2022 that Apple had violated federal law by holding mandatory anti-union meetings and coercing and interrogating the Atlanta workers.Tag: Apple StoreThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	05:53 pm
Review: Six Months With the iPhone 15 Pro | MacRumors
Review: Six Months With the iPhone 15 Pro
It's been a bit over six months since the iPhone 15 lineup came out in September, and MacRumors videographer Dan Barbera has been using an iPhone 15 Pro Max sans case since launch. Over on our YouTube channel, Dan did a long term review to demo how his phone has held up and his thoughts on the Action button, battery life, and camera features.

Subscribe to the MacRumors YouTube channel for more videos.
The iPhone 15 Pro and Pro Max are Apple's first iPhones with a titanium shell instead of a stainless steel or aluminum shell, and titanium is supposed to be more durable. After suffering from several drops without a case, Dan's iPhone is scuffed and chipped, but there are no scratches. As for the screen, it has a minor scratch or two.

Battery health is at 98 percent and 174 cycles, and there have been some fluctuations in battery life with software updates. It's a little hard to get a solid read on battery because of day-to-day differences in usage.

Some people have had trouble finding a use for the Action button, but assigning it to the camera is one way to ensure that it gets used. With the camera setting, a quick press on the button launches the camera so there's no need to press on the Home Screen or open up the Camera app. Apple is rumored to be adding a dedicated Capture button for the camera with the iPhone 16 models, so the Action button might get less useful at that point for those who use it for the camera.

For iPhone 15 Pro owners, how's your battery life, and do you use the Action button? Let us know in the comments below.Related Roundup: iPhone 15 ProBuyer's Guide: iPhone 15 Pro (Neutral)This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	04:00 pm
iOS 17.5 Adds New 'Quartiles' Word Game for Apple News+ Subscribers | MacRumors
iOS 17.5 Adds New 'Quartiles' Word Game for Apple News+ Subscribers
While the first iOS 17.5 beta is slim on new features, there is one fun addition for Apple News+ subscribers: a new word game called Quartiles.



Quartiles tasks you with combining tiles to form words and earn points. Each puzzle starts with a grid of 20 tiles, and words can be formed with one to four tiles. A quartile is a four-tile word, and if you find all five in each puzzle, you earn a 40-point bonus. The website Gadget Hacks shared a walkthrough of the game with more details.

Quartiles is the third puzzle game included with an Apple News+ subscription, alongside Crossword and Crossword Mini. Starting with the iOS 17.5 beta, all three games integrate with Game Center to display leaderboards.

On an iPhone updated to the iOS 17.5 beta, Quartiles can be found in the Apple News app under the Following tab → Puzzles. The game is also available on the iPad and Mac starting with the iPadOS 17.5 and macOS 14.5 betas.

Apple News+ is available in the United States, Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom.Related Roundups: iOS 17, iPadOS 17Tag: Apple NewsRelated Forums: iOS 17, iPadOS 17This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	02:40 pm
Apple Watch Series 9 Drops to New Low Price of $295 on Amazon | MacRumors
Apple Watch Series 9 Drops to New Low Price of $295 on Amazon
Amazon today has discounted the 41mm GPS Apple Watch Series 9 down to $295.20, from $399.00. This price is only available in the (PRODUCT)RED color, and it's a limited time deal at Amazon so be sure to check out the sale before it's fully claimed.

Note: MacRumors is an affiliate partner with Amazon. When you click a link and make a purchase, we may receive a small payment, which helps us keep the site running.

This is a new all-time low price on this model of the Series 9, beating previous low prices by about $5. Unfortunately, there aren't really any notable Apple Watch deals besides this sale, so you'll need to be sure the 41mm case size with the M/L Sport Band will fit your wrist.

$104 OFFApple Watch Series 9 (41mm GPS) for $295.20

This version of the Apple Watch features the S9 chip, a brighter display than the Series 8, and a new Double Tap feature. Our full Deals Roundup has more information on the latest Apple-related sales and bargains.Related Roundup: Apple DealsThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	01:11 pm
iOS 18 May Feature All-New 'Safari Browsing Assistant' | MacRumors
iOS 18 May Feature All-New 'Safari Browsing Assistant'
It appears that iOS 18 will feature a new Safari browsing assistant, according to backend code on Apple's servers discovered by Nicolás Álvarez. MacRumors contributor Aaron Perris confirmed that the code exists, but no further details are known at this time.


It is possible that the browsing assistant will be one of the new generative AI features that are rumored to be coming to the iPhone with iOS 18. Some other iPhone web browsers have already added AI features, such as Arc Search, which can summarize web pages to provide concise information.

Apple is set to unveil iOS 18 during its WWDC keynote on June 10.

More details to follow…Related Roundup: iOS 18This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	12:34 pm
Apple Now Assembles 14% of iPhones in India | MacRumors
Apple Now Assembles 14% of iPhones in India
Apple now produces as much as 14% of its iPhones in India, indicating the company's accelerating efforts to diversify beyond China (via Bloomberg).


The figure accounts for $14 billion of assembled iPhones in the country, or about 1 in 7 of the company's flagship devices, a doubling of production compared to the last fiscal year. Models assembled in India include the iPhone 12 through to the latest iPhone 15, excluding premium Pro and Pro Max models.

Apple has been setting up iPhone manufacturing hubs in India ever since Prime Minister Narendra Modi began promoting his "Made in India" initiative, which requires that 30% of products sold by foreign companies be manufactured or produced within the country.

The Indian government says the growth in manufacturing has created 150,000 direct jobs at Apple's suppliers. That's a boon for Modi's administration, which has enticed foreign companies like Apple with financial incentives to realize its ambition for the country to become a global manufacturing hub.

Foxconn assembled nearly 67% and Pegatron around 17% of iPhones in India in the fiscal year ending March 2024, according to Bloomberg's sources. The remaining devices were produced by Wistron.

While China remains Apple's largest iPhone assembly base and biggest overseas market, it is also where Apple's revenues have been plummeting, due to the meteoric rise of local vendors such as Huawei and a government ban on the use of iPhones in state workplaces.

Apple's diversification away from China hints at the company's growing awareness of rising geopolitical tensions and the need for supply chain resilience in the face of potential disruption. The pivot to India also likely takes into account its fast-growing smartphone market – last year Apple also opened its first two stores there, in Mumbai and the capital New Delhi.Tags: China, Bloomberg, IndiaThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	12:24 pm
TSMC's Next-Generation Chip Technology for Apple Silicon on Schedule | MacRumors
TSMC's Next-Generation Chip Technology for Apple Silicon on Schedule
Apple chipmaker TSMC is making progress toward manufacturing 2nm and 1.4nm chips that are likely destined for future generations of Apple silicon, DigiTimes reports.


The manufacturing time frames for mass production of 2nm and 1.4nm chips have now apparently been determined: Trial production of the 2nm node will begin at in the second half of 2024, with small-scale production ramping up in the second quarter of 2025. Notably, TSMC's new plant in Arizona will also join 2nm production efforts. In 2027, facilities in Taiwan will start to shift toward production of 1.4nm chips.

TSMC's first 1.4nm node is officially called "A14" and will follow its "N2" 2nm chips. N2 is scheduled for mass production in late 2025, to be followed by an enhanced "N2P" node in late 2026.

Historically, Apple is among the first companies to adopt new, state-of-the-art chip fabrication technologies. For example, it was the first company to utilize TSMC's 3nm node with the A17 Pro chip in the iPhone 15 Pro and iPhone 15 Pro Max, and Apple is likely to follow suit with the chipmaker's upcoming nodes. Apple's most advanced chip designs have historically appeared in the iPhone before making their way to the iPad and Mac lineups. With all of the latest information, here's how the iPhone's chip technology is expected to look going forward:


iPhone XR and XS (2018): A12 Bionic (7nm, N7)
iPhone 11 lineup (2019): A13 Bionic (7nm, N7P)
iPhone 12 lineup (2020): A14 Bionic (5nm, N5)
iPhone 13 Pro (2021): A15 Bionic (5nm, N5P)
iPhone 14 Pro (2022): A16 Bionic (4nm, N4P)
iPhone 15 Pro (2023): A17 Pro (3nm, N3B)
iPhone 16 Pro (2024): "A18" (3nm, N3E)
"iPhone 17 Pro" (2025): "A19" (2nm, N2)
"iPhone 18 Pro" (2026): "A20" (2nm, N2P)
"iPhone 19 Pro" (2027): "A21" (1.4nm, A14)


The M1 series of Apple silicon chips is based on the A14 Bionic and uses TSMC's N5 node, while the M2 and M3 series use N5P and N3B, respectively. The Apple Watch's S4 and S5 chips use N7, the S6, S7, and S8 chips use N7P, and the latest S9 chip uses N4P.

Each successive TSMC node surpasses its predecessor in terms of transistor density, performance, and efficiency. Late last year, it emerged that TSMC had already demonstrated prototype 2nm chips to Apple ahead of their expected introduction in 2025.Tags: TSMC, DigiTimes, Apple SiliconThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	10:52 am
iPhone 16 Plus Rumored to Come in These 7 Colors | MacRumors
iPhone 16 Plus Rumored to Come in These 7 Colors
Apple's iPhone 16 Plus may come in seven colors that either build upon the existing five colors in the standard iPhone 15 lineup or recast them in a new finish, based on a new rumor out of China.


According to the Weibo-based leaker Fixed focus digital, Apple's upcoming larger 6.7-inch iPhone 16 Plus model will come in the following colors, compared to the colors currently available for the iPhone 15 Plus:

 
 iPhone 15 Plus (2023)
 iPhone 16 Plus (2024)
 
 
 Blue
 Blue
 
 
 Pink
 Pink
 

 Yellow
 Yellow
 
 
 Green
 Green
 

 Black
 Black
 

 –
 White
 

 –
 Purple
 

The leaker did not provide any more context beyond the model name, so it is unclear if the alleged color options are exclusive in whole or in part to the iPhone 16 Plus, or whether they are set to be available across both the iPhone 16 and its larger equivalent. Given that the two models are expected to be identical apart from their size difference, the latter possibility seems most likely. 

This is the first rumor we have received about potential colors for the standard iPhone 16 models, and the leaker has an unproven track record for accurate leaks, so the colors given await corroboration from other sources before we can consider them to be correct. 

As for the iPhone 16 Pro models, rumors suggest they could come in new "space black" and "rose" titanium colors. The Blue Titanium color that iPhone 15 Pro models are currently available in will allegedly be dropped from the iPhone 16 Pro lineup in favor of the new rose color. Meanwhile, "space black," which is said to be similar to the iPhone 14 Pro color of the same name, will replace Black Titanium.

The Natural and White Titanium colors are also rumored to be slightly different on the iPhone 16 Pro models. Natural Titanium is said to be returning, but with more of a gray tint to it. Meanwhile, White Titanium will appear more like a "silver white" color, which is also said to be similar to the silver version of the iPhone 14 Pro.

The iPhone 16 lineup is expected to be announced in the fall.Related Roundup: iPhone 16Tag: Fixed Focus DigitalThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	09:46 am
New Mid-Cycle iPhone 15 Color Looking Increasingly Unlikely This Year | MacRumors
New Mid-Cycle iPhone 15 Color Looking Increasingly Unlikely This Year
Apple's usual strategy of introducing a new mid-cycle iPhone color in the spring is unlikely to be replicated for the iPhone 15 this year, if a new rumor out of Asia is anything to go by. 


Apple usually introduces new iPhone color options in the spring to boost sales midway through the device's product cycle, keeping the device top-of-mind for consumers at a time when the next iPhone launch is still another six months away. 

Apple has used the tactic frequently in recent years. In 2017 and 2018, it released red mid-cycle versions of the iPhone 7 and iPhone 8 lines, respectively. Then in 2021, Apple added a purple color to the iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 mini models for the spring season in late April. 

In March 2022, the iPhone 13 lineup received new green finishes, and in the same month last year, Apple released the iPhone 14 and iPhone 14 Plus in a new yellow color. Each new color launch has been accompanied by a significant ad campaign to attract new customers and upgraders who did not make a purchase when the latest iPhone series was originally launched in the fall. This year could be different, however. 

According to Chinese Weibo-based leaker Instant Digital, there is no new spring color scheme on the cards for the iPhone 15. It's also worth noting that Apple has already launched several iPhone cases and Apple Watch bands in refreshed color options. The refreshed accessories arrived when Apple released the new MacBook Air in early March. In previous years, such a move has often been accompanied by a new iPhone color. 

Why Apple would forego the opportunity to boost sales in the middle of an iPhone cycle is not entirely clear, so it is worth taking the latest rumor with a pinch of salt for now. Production delays have reportedly pushed the release of new iPads into May, and Apple is not expected to hold a launch event to announce the devices, but the debut of a new iPhone color could always come separately in the form of a press release, which Apple has opted for in the past.Related Roundup: iPhone 15Tag: Instant DigitalBuyer's Guide: iPhone 15 (Neutral)Related Forum: iPhoneThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »
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	10:47 pm
Beeper App That Created Workaround for iMessage on Android Acquired by WordPress Owner Automattic | MacRumors
Beeper App That Created Workaround for iMessage on Android Acquired by WordPress Owner Automattic
Automattic, the company behind popular web management system WordPress, has purchased Beeper and will absorb Beeper's 27 employees. Beeper made headlines back in December for Beeper Mini, an app that brought iMessage to Android devices.


Beeper Mini used reverse engineered iMessage protocols and encryption, taking advantage of Apple's own iMessage servers to let Android users send "blue bubble" texts to iPhone users without an Apple ID. The app supported all iMessage functionality, including read receipts, typing indictors, reactions, and end-to-end encryption.

Apple was not happy with Beeper Mini using its iMessage servers, and it blocked the Beeper Mini app. Beeper tried workarounds, but after suggesting Android users acquire a jailbroken iPhone to get the service to work, the company gave up on the idea.

After Apple blocked Beeper Mini from working, both the FTC and the U.S. Department of Justice met with Beeper CEO Eric Migicovsky. Beeper Mini was ultimately mentioned in the DoJ's antitrust filing against Apple, with the DoJ suggesting it was a "fix" for the broken Android to iPhone cross-platform messaging issue.

Automattic does not plan to revive Beeper Mini, but is instead taking on Beeper, a universal chat app available for Android, iOS, and desktop devices. Beeper is able to integrate with multiple chat networks with a universal inbox, though it does not currently work with iMessage.

In a post announcing the acquisition by Automattic, Beeper CEO Eric Migicovsky said that Beeper is "cautiously optimistic about the future" because the DoJ has "sued Apple for blocking Beeper Mini's access to iMessage."

Going forward, Migicovsky will serve as Automattic's Head of Messaging, and Beeper will operate as an independent team. With the acquisition, Beeper is no longer in beta and has officially launched.This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	09:42 pm
Teens Love iPhone and Apple Watch, But Not Apple Music and Apple TV+ | MacRumors
Teens Love iPhone and Apple Watch, But Not Apple Music and Apple TV+
The iPhone continues to be overwhelmingly popular with teens, according to Piper Sandler's biannual teen survey. 85 percent of U.S. teens surveyed own an iPhone, and 86 percent plan to purchase an iPhone as their next smartphone.


While the iPhone is still the most popular smartphone among teens, ownership is down from the October 2023 survey where 87 percent of teens owned an iPhone and 88 percent planned to purchase one.Both the 85% iPhone ownership and 86% intention to purchase an iPhone metrics are near record highs for our survey but down from record levels in 2021. We believe the elevated penetration and purchase intention are important given the mature premium smartphone market. Additionally, trends towards premium tier phones are encouraging as the company continues to introduce new iPhones proving the overall stickiness of the product portfolio. Finally, positive trends in services could follow, as the install base for Apple hardware continues to grow.Apple's dominance in the teen market is of particular interest right now because it is one metric that the U.S. Department of Justice is targeting in its antitrust lawsuit against Apple.

The DoJ has suggested that Apple's ownership of the U.S. smartphone market causes "social stigma, exclusion, and blame" for non-iPhone users, with "green bubble" chats and issues between iPhone and Android message users cited as a specific example. The DoJ claims that this is "particularly powerful" for teenagers, and that "social pressure" causes teens to switch to the iPhone.

The antitrust lawsuit also suggests that Apple's marketshare among "key demographics" like "younger audiences" is an issue that gives Apple too much power over the smartphone ecosystem.

As for the Apple Watch, 34 percent of teens reported using an Apple Watch, with no change from last fall. Intent to buy an Apple Watch was up three percent, however, with 13 percent of teens planning to buy one in the next six months. Only 39.4 percent of teens said they own a smart watch, so teens are also overwhelmingly preferring the Apple Watch to other smart watch brands. The Apple Watch was the top watch brand, with Rolex and Casio coming in second and third, respectively.

Teens prefer Spotify as their music service, and nearly two-thirds of teens surveyed said Spotify is their preferred service. Just over 30 percent of teens said they use Apple Music. Apple TV+ is not popular with teen audiences, and less than five percent of teens said they watch it on a daily basis. Comparatively, over 30 percent of teens watch Netflix regularly, and close to 30 percent watch YouTube.

Apple Pay was the most popular payment platform with 44 percent of teens using it in the last month, but Cash app and Venmo are preferred for peer-to-peer money transfers.

Piper Sandler surveyed 6,020 teens across 47 U.S. states for its spring 2024 report. Tag: Teen SurveyThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	08:31 pm
Apple Vision Pro Owners Complain of Headaches, Neck Issues and Black Eyes | MacRumors
Apple Vision Pro Owners Complain of Headaches, Neck Issues and Black Eyes
Some Apple Vision Pro owners have been dealing with health issues related to the wearing of the headset, according to a report from MarketWatch. The site spoke to Vision Pro owners experiencing headaches and neck pain, among other issues.


Emily Olman, marketing chief of Hopscotch Interactive, said she got two "superdark black eyes" after wearing the Vision Pro for the first time, likely caused by the weight on the cheeks. Ian Beacraft, CEO of consulting firm Signal, told MarketWatch that he had pain at the base of his skull and his upper back.

There have also been complaints about the Vision Pro on Reddit from users experiencing ongoing headaches, eye strain, and pain from the weight of the device. Some users have had luck with modified straps and third-party products, and other people have no issue with the headset and the default band options.

Apple declined to comment on the customer complaints, directing MarketWatch to its user guidelines. Apple recommends taking a break from the headset every 20 to 30 minutes during the acclimation period, and to stop using the headset when feeling unwell. Apple does not recommend that people experiencing eye strain, headache, or pain continue to use the device.

Have you had problems with the Vision Pro headset? Let us know in the comments below.This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	07:49 pm
Apple Planning to Open Large Office in Miami | MacRumors
Apple Planning to Open Large Office in Miami
Apple is leasing 45,000 square feet of space in an office building in Miami, reports Bloomberg's Mark Gurman. The company already has a smaller office space in the Miami area, but is planning to upgrade.


Apple's current Miami location is focused on advertising and Latin America. The upgraded office is located at The Plaza Coral Gables, south of Miami, and it is under construction.

Multiple tech companies have been expanding to South Florida, including Amazon and Microsoft. Apple is also planning to open a new retail store at the Miami Worldcenter in the heart of the city.

Apple has large campuses in California, Washington, and Texas, plus it is building a major campus in Raleigh, North Carolina. Apple also has smaller offices in cities around the world, including Singapore, Germany, Ireland, and Shanghai.This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	05:10 pm
Apple Releases visionOS 1.1.2 With Bug Fixes | MacRumors
Apple Releases visionOS 1.1.2 With Bug Fixes
Apple today released visionOS 1.1.2, a minor update to the visionOS operating system that came out alongside the Vision Pro in February. visionOS 1.1.2 comes a month after the launch of visionOS 1.1.


visionOS updates can be installed by going to the Settings app on the Vision Pro, selecting the General section, and choosing Software Update. The Vision Pro headset will need to be removed to install new software, with a progress bar available on the front EyeSight display.

According to Apple's release notes, the update introduces unspecified bug fixes and is recommended for all users.

Apple has also released a revised visionOS 1.2 beta that is available to developers. The new version has a 21O5555f version number, up from the prior 21O5555e version.

Apple is pushing regular updates to visionOS. As mentioned above, the visionOS 1.2 update is already being beta tested, and we're expecting to see visionOS 2 introduced in June with a whole new feature set.
Related Roundup: visionOSRelated Forum: Apple Vision ProThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	05:07 pm
Apple Watch Series 9 Now Available on Apple's Refurbished Store in Select Countries | MacRumors
Apple Watch Series 9 Now Available on Apple's Refurbished Store in Select Countries
The Apple Watch Series 9 is now available in Apple's refurbished store in Australia and New Zealand for the first time since the device launched in September. These are the first countries where Apple offers refurbished Series 9 models.


Availability will likely extend to Japan and the UK soon, as Apple recently added a grayed-out Apple Watch Series 9 search filter to its refurbished store in those countries. The search filter is only visible on these pages in a desktop browser, and it is possible that Apple will remove them following our report, as it has done in the past.

Apple has yet to begin selling refurbished Apple Watch Ultra 2 models anywhere.

It is unclear if and when refurbished Series 9 and Ultra 2 models will be available in the U.S. due to Apple's legal battle with health company Masimo. The U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) last year banned Apple from importing and selling Apple Watch models with a functioning Blood Oxygen app after it ruled that the feature infringed on Masimo's patents. Apple recently appealed the decision in a 916-page court filing.

Apple could opt to sell refurbished Series 9 and Ultra 2 models in the U.S. with the Blood Oxygen app deactivated, as it is currently doing for brand new models. Apple would be able to reactivate the app with a watchOS update if its appeal is successful, or if it eventually reaches a settlement with Masimo to end the dispute.

Since the ITC's ruling applies to the U.S. only, the Blood Oxygen app is still functional on new and refurbished Apple Watch models sold in all other countries.Related Roundup: Apple Watch Series 9Tag: Apple Refurbished ProductsBuyer's Guide: Apple Watch (Neutral)This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	03:52 pm
Apple Vision Pro CT Scans Showcase Internal Differences to Meta Quest | MacRumors
Apple Vision Pro CT Scans Showcase Internal Differences to Meta Quest
The unique internal design of the Apple Vision Pro compared to its direct rivals was today revealed in CT scans performed by Lumafield. 


Lumafield used its Neptune industrial CT scanner and Voyager analysis software to conduct non-destructive teardowns of the Apple Vision Pro, Meta Quest Pro, and Meta Quest 3. The study began by examining the internal design and layout of the headsets, noting the Apple Vision Pro's emphasis on efficient use of space.

The Vision Pro's components are arranged in a manner that maximizes internal space without compromising the exterior, featuring a flexible PCB ribbon and electronics positioned at various angles. This contrasts with the Meta Quest Pro and Quest 3, which utilize a more traditional approach by stacking primary elements on a single plane.

An examination of the sensors across the devices reveals the Vision Pro's advanced use of eye and hand tracking technologies for UI navigation, involving a variety of sensors such as LiDAR and IR cameras. The Meta Quest devices, on the other hand, incorporate handheld controllers and an experimental version of hand tracking.

Thermal management strategies also vary significantly between the headsets. The Quest Pro's uses a combination of basic active and passive cooling, while the Vision Pro features micro-blowers. Battery design and placement further differentiate the headsets, with the Vision Pro opting for an external battery pack to prioritize performance, while the Meta Quest models integrate the battery within the headset for user convenience.

Visit Lumafield's website for more information and to interact with its CT scans of Apple's Vision Pro headset.Related Roundup: Apple Vision ProBuyer's Guide: Vision Pro (Buy Now)Related Forum: Apple Vision ProThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	03:30 pm
When to Expect a New Apple TV to Launch | MacRumors
When to Expect a New Apple TV to Launch
It has been nearly a year and a half since the current Apple TV was released, so the device is becoming due for a hardware upgrade. Below, we recap rumors about the next Apple TV, including potential features and launch timing.


The current model is the third-generation Apple TV 4K, announced in October 2022. Key new features compared to the previous model from 2021 include a faster A15 Bionic chip, a larger 128GB storage option, a slightly thinner and lighter design, HDR10+ support, a USB-C port on the Siri Remote, lower pricing, and more.

Launch Timing
In January 2023, Bloomberg's Mark Gurman reported that a new Apple TV would be released in the first half of 2024. If that timeframe remains accurate, a new Apple TV would be released by the end of June. If so, the device could be announced in a press release on Apple's website, or unveiled during the WWDC keynote on June 10.

Gurman has not commented on the next Apple TV in recent months, and his report was published nearly 15 months ago, so it is unclear if the device remains on track to launch in the first half of 2024 or if Apple's plans have changed.

Announcement dates for recent Apple TV models:

Third-generation Apple TV 4K: October 2022
Second-generation Apple TV 4K: April 2021
First-generation Apple TV 4K: September 2017
Apple TV HD: September 2015

Rumors
Faster Chip
The next Apple TV will be equipped with a faster processor compared to the current model, according to Gurman's report last year. It's unclear which chip will power the device, but possibilities include the A16 Bionic chip that debuted in the iPhone 14 Pro models or the A17 Pro chip that debuted in the iPhone 15 Pro models.

Lower Price
Apple analyst Ming-Chi Kuo expects the next Apple TV to be "more affordable" than the current model. He said a "sub-$100 price" would be the "sweet spot" for the Apple TV, but exact pricing for the next model remains to be seen.

Both the second-generation (2010) and third-generation (2012) versions of the Apple TV were priced at $99 in the U.S. at launch, and Apple eventually lowered the price of the third-generation model to $69, so there is precedent for a sub-$100 Apple TV that would better compete with low-priced streaming devices sold by Google, Amazon, and Roku.

In the U.S., the current Apple TV starts at $129 with 64GB of storage, and a 128GB model with an added Ethernet port is available for $149.

Similar Design
The new Apple TV will have the same external design as the current model, Gurman said.

Apple said the A15 Bionic chip's increased power efficiency allowed for the fan to be removed in the current Apple TV, resulting in the device having a more compact design that is around 12% thinner and around 50% lighter than the previous model.

Apple TV With Camera
A future Apple TV could have a built-in camera for FaceTime and other video calling apps, Gurman said in his Power On newsletter a few days ago.

tvOS 17 added a FaceTime app to the Apple TV, allowing for users to have video calls by using the rear camera on a connected iPhone or iPad. If the Apple TV gained a built-in camera, users would no longer need to rely on an external device.

It is unclear if a camera would be added to the next Apple TV or a later model.Related Roundup: Apple TVBuyer's Guide: Apple TV (Caution)Related Forum: Apple TV and Home TheaterThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	02:46 pm
Apple's 15-Inch M3 MacBook Air Drops to New Low Prices at $150 Off on Best Buy | MacRumors
Apple's 15-Inch M3 MacBook Air Drops to New Low Prices at $150 Off on Best Buy
Best Buy is on a roll this week when it comes to MacBook discounts, starting with 15-inch M2 MacBook Air and M3 MacBook Pro discounts over the weekend and then introducing new record low prices on the 13-inch M2 MacBook Air yesterday. Today, the retailer is again introducing new all-time low prices on an Apple notebook, this time on the new 15-inch M3 MacBook Air.

Note: MacRumors is an affiliate partner with Best Buy. When you click a link and make a purchase, we may receive a small payment, which helps us keep the site running.

Shoppers should note that all of these deals require you to have a My Best Buy Plus or Total membership, which start at $49.99 per year. This membership grants you access to exclusive deals like these, as well as free two-day shipping, extended 60-day return window on most products, and more. While members can get $150 off these notebooks, non-members can still get a solid $100 markdown on the same models.

Note: You will need a My Best Buy Plus/Total membership to see this low price.
$150 OFF15-inch M3 MacBook Air (256GB) for $1,149.00
$150 OFF15-inch M3 MacBook Air (8GB/512GB) for $1,349.00
$150 OFF15-inch M3 MacBook Air (16GB/512GB) for $1,549.00

You can get the 8GB RAM/256GB SSD 15-inch M3 MacBook Air for $1,149.00, down from $1,299.00. The 8GB RAM/512GB SSD model is available for $1,349.00, down from $1,499.00, and the 16GB RAM/512GB SSD model is available for $1,549.00, down from $1,699.00.

These computers just debuted in March 2024, featuring faster M3 chips, 15.3-inch Liquid Retina displays, a 1080p FaceTime HD camera, six-speaker sound system, two USB-C ports, a MagSafe charging port, and 3.5mm headphone jack.

Head to our full Deals Roundup to get caught up with all of the latest deals and discounts that we've been tracking over the past week.Related Roundup: Apple DealsThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	02:34 pm
Apple Highlights How Business Can Use Vision Pro | MacRumors
Apple Highlights How Business Can Use Vision Pro
Apple today highlighted the Vision Pro headset's enterprise use-cases, such as customizable workspaces, collaboration on 3D designs, delivering specialized employee training, and guiding remote fieldwork. 


Apple explained how the Vision Pro can enhance business productivity, featuring integration with widely used applications like SAP Analytics Cloud and Microsoft 365 in a spatial computing context. For example, SAP Analytics Cloud on the Vision Pro allows users to interact with their data in three-dimensional space, offering insights that were previously unattainable in a flat, two-dimensional interface. Similarly, Microsoft 365 apps have been optimized for the headset, providing users with a unique, distraction-free workspace that leverages the infinite canvas of spatial computing for multitasking and collaboration.

The Vision Pro's high-resolution displays and processing capabilities allow for the creation and manipulation of digital twins of products, facilities, and processes with a high level of detail and accuracy. This has significant implications for industries like automotive engineering, where real-time data analysis and decision-making are crucial. Apple pointed out its partnership with Porsche to create the Porsche Race Engineer app as an example of this.

Training and simulation represent another area where the Vision Pro could make a substantial impact. By enabling realistic, immersive training experiences, companies like KLM Royal Dutch Airlines can improve technical maintenance and operations without the need for costly physical prototypes or taking equipment offline for training purposes. The Engine Shop app, for instance, allows KLM technicians to train on engine models in full fidelity within their own space, streamlining the training process and reducing the likelihood of errors. Similarly, Resolve's app for building engineers enhances the planning and execution of maintenance work by overlaying detailed schematics and 3D models onto the physical world.

To encourage the development and integration of the Vision Pro in business workflows, Apple has introduced a range of developer resources, including the Enterprise Spatial Design Lab, and partnerships with industry leaders like Deloitte and Porsche. See Apple's full press release for more information.Related Roundup: Apple Vision ProBuyer's Guide: Vision Pro (Buy Now)Related Forum: Apple Vision ProThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	02:27 pm
Apple Arcade Adding These New Games in May | MacRumors
Apple Arcade Adding These New Games in May
Apple today revealed three new games coming to Apple Arcade on May 2, including retro 2D pixelated platforming game A Slight Chance of Sawblades+, rogue-like game Dicey Dungeons+, and match-three puzzle game Summer Pop+. All games available on Apple Arcade are ad-free and do not offer in-app purchases.


Apple Arcade gained three new games on the iPhone and iPad last week, including Sega's Puyo Puyo Puzzle Pop. The service recently added new games on the Vision Pro headset too, including endless runner Alto's Odyssey: The Lost City, hand-drawn adventure game Gibbon: Beyond the Trees, and physics-based puzzler Spire Blast. Apple Arcade game Crossy Road Castle will also be expanding to the Vision Pro on April 25.

Accessible through the App Store, Apple Arcade is a subscription-based service that provides access to hundreds of games across the iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple TV, and Vision Pro, all free of ads and in-app purchases. The service received its first price increase last year, with U.S. pricing rising from $4.99 to $6.99 per month.Tag: Apple ArcadeThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	02:12 pm
Get the AirPods Pro 2 With USB-C for $189 on Amazon | MacRumors
Get the AirPods Pro 2 With USB-C for $189 on Amazon
Apple's AirPods Pro 2 with USB-C/MagSafe Charging Case have hit $189.00 on Amazon, down from $249.00. We haven't seen this deal since Amazon's Big Spring Sale last month, and right now the AirPods Pro 2 have an estimated arrival date between April 11 and 14.

Note: MacRumors is an affiliate partner with Amazon. When you click a link and make a purchase, we may receive a small payment, which helps us keep the site running.

There are a few minor changes to the AirPods Pro 2 besides the addition of USB-C, including additional dust resistance and support for lossless audio with the Vision Pro headset. If you're looking for an even cheaper model of AirPods, Amazon also has the AirPods 2 for $89.00 right now, down from $129.00.

$60 OFFAirPods Pro 2 (USB-C) for $189.00

Head to our full Deals Roundup to get caught up with all of the latest deals and discounts that we've been tracking over the past week.Related Roundup: Apple DealsThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	01:37 pm
Apple Event for New iPads Still Considered 'Unlikely' Following Delays | MacRumors
Apple Event for New iPads Still Considered 'Unlikely' Following Delays
Apple is "unlikely" to hold an event to announce new iPad Pro and iPad Air models, according to sources cited by Taiwanese supply chain publication DigiTimes.


Bloomberg's Mark Gurman already said Apple was not planning to hold an event for the new iPads, but he made this claim back in early March, before it was reported that the devices were postponed due to manufacturing delays. With the new iPads now expected to launch in early May, DigiTimes believes Apple is still not planning to hold an event.

Instead of an event, it is likely that Apple will announce the new iPads in a press release shared on its website, as it did for the MacBook Air models with the M3 chip in early March. Gurman believes Apple will announce the new iPads by the second week of May, barring any further delays due to production challenges.

Gurman said two factors contributing to the new iPads being delayed were Apple still finishing iPadOS software development for the new iPads, and advanced manufacturing techniques for the OLED displays that the devices will use.

A recap of the iPad-related products that Apple is expected to announce:

Two new iPad Pro models with the M3 chip, OLED displays, a thinner enclosure, thinner bezels, a matte screen option, a landscape-oriented front camera, other design changes, and possibly MagSafe wireless charging.
Two new iPad Air models with the M2 chip and a landscape-oriented front camera, including a first-ever 12.9-inch iPad Air.
A new Magic Keyboard for the iPad Pro with an aluminum enclosure, larger trackpad, and other design tweaks.
A new Apple Pencil, which may have a new "squeeze" gesture for certain actions and support visionOS eventually.It has been nearly 18 months since Apple last released new iPads, so customers have been waiting a long time for updated models to launch. 2023 was the first year in which Apple did not release any new iPads in the device's history.Related Roundups: iPad Air , iPad ProTag: DigiTimesBuyer's Guide: iPad Air (Don't Buy), 11" iPad Pro (Don't Buy), 12.9" iPad Pro (Don't Buy)Related Forum: iPadThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	12:23 pm
Next Apple Watch Could Feature More Power Efficient OLED Display | MacRumors
Next Apple Watch Could Feature More Power Efficient OLED Display
Apple plans to use new low-energy OLED panel technology in the next Apple Watch to further reduce the power consumption of its always-on display, claims a new report out of Korea.


According to The Elec, Apple will adopt new low-temperature polycrystalline oxide (LTPO) thin-film transistor (TFT) technology for its upcoming Apple Watch, which is scheduled to be released in the second half of this year.

LPTO TFT is a method of applying oxide on the driving TFT and the switching transistors behind each pixel. Switching transistors control the voltage applied to the liquid crystal cells, allowing precise control of the amount of light that passes through each pixel. 

Existing Apple Watch OLED displays use LPTO TFT in only a few switching transistors, and rely on low-temperature polycrystalline silicon (LTPS) technology for the majority of transistors as well as the driving TFT.

Using oxide instead of LTPS for the driving TFT and more of the switching transistors means that oxide alone is responsible for the current running through the majority of transistors that connect directly to the OLED pixel. In the new LTPO OLED application, increased use of oxide means lower leakage current and more stable operation at low refresh rates, resulting in overall power savings.

The downside is that the technique means more complication in the manufacturing of the TFT substrates. According to the report, LG Display is expected to take the lead in the development of the new LPTO OLED technology. Meanwhile, Samsung is participating in a development project that should see it join Apple's LPTO OLED supply chain in time for next year's Apple Watch.

This has led to industry speculation that Apple is planning to expand the use of LPTO OLED technology to other products such as the iPhone. The current iPhone 15 and iPhone 15 Plus use LTPS panels, while Apple's iPhone 15 Pro models use the more advanced LTPO panels, which support variable refresh rates.
Seven Reasons to Wait for Next Year's iPhone 17
Apple is expected to retain the use of the less advanced LTPS panels in this year's iPhone 16 and iPhone 16 Plus to maintain differentiation between its standard and Pro models. However, next year's iPhone 17 and iPhone 17 Plus are expected to adopt the same technology, which would mean Apple's 2025 iPhone series will be the first of its kind to feature ProMotion and always-on displays across the lineup.Related Roundup: Apple Watch Series 9Tag: The ElecBuyer's Guide: Apple Watch (Neutral)This article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »



	10:46 am
Alleged iPhone 16 Battery Details Show Smaller Capacity for One Model | MacRumors
Alleged iPhone 16 Battery Details Show Smaller Capacity for One Model
Apple's upcoming iPhone 16 lineup will feature bigger battery capacities compared to previous-generation models with the exception of the iPhone 16 Plus, which will have a smaller battery than its predecessor.


That's according to the Chinese Weibo-based leaker OvO Baby Sauce OvO, a relatively new source of supply chain leaks with an as-yet unproven track record for accuracy.

The iPhone 16 battery capacity details posted by the Weibo leaker match figures previously shared on X by "Majin Bu," with the notable addition of a figure for the iPhone 16 Pro model, which Majin Bu omitted. That makes this leak the first time we have been provided with alleged iPhone 16 battery capacity changes across the board.

The figures show that the iPhone 16, iPhone 16 Pro, and iPhone 16 Pro Max will feature larger batteries than their predecessors, but the iPhone 16 Plus is allegedly facing a reduction in terms of battery capacity compared to the iPhone 15 Plus.

Why that would be the case isn't clear, since apart from the size difference, both the iPhone 16 and the iPhone 16 Plus are expected to have an identical feature set. One possibility is that Apple is trying to maximize differentiation between the iPhone 16 Plus and the iPhone 16 Pro Max in an attempt to nudge customers toward the premium features (and prices) of its top tier model.


 
 
 iPhone 15 Lineup (2023)
 iPhone 16 Lineup (2024)
 % Change
 
 
 [Standard]
 3,349 mAh
 3,561 mAh
 +6%
 
 
 Plus
 4,383 mAh
 4,006 mAh
 -9%
 

 Pro
 3,274 mAh
 3,355 mAh
 +2.5
 
 
 Pro Max
 4,422 mAh
 4,676 mAh
 +5%
 



When the iPhone 14 Plus was introduced into Apple's smartphone lineup to replace the iPhone 13 mini, it gave customers the opportunity to own a device with the same 6.7-inch display as the iPhone 14 Pro Max without paying a premium. In addition, the iPhone 14 Plus also had the advantage of a larger capacity battery than the iPhone 14 Pro Max, allowing Apple to market the device as featuring "our longest battery life."

However, with the advent of the iPhone 15 series, Apple increased the battery capacity of the iPhone 15 Pro Max to make it the largest battery ever used in an iPhone. 

According to another rumor, this year's iPhone 16 Pro Max will boast an even bigger 30-hour-plus battery life (compared to 29 hours for the iPhone 15 Pro Max). Not only that, both the iPhone 16 Pro and iPhone 16 Pro Max are expected to have slightly larger displays. If Apple does intend to reduce the battery in the iPhone 16 Plus, it would widen the gap further between the two tiers. The iPhone 16 lineup is expected to be announced in the fall.Related Roundups: iPhone 16, iPhone 16 ProThis article, "" first appeared on MacRumors.comDiscuss this article in our forumsRead more »
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					Tuesday April 02

	03:00 pm
Bringing the latest capabilities to Copilot for Microsoft 365 customers | Office for Mac
Bringing the latest capabilities to Copilot for Microsoft 365 customers
We are announcing two important updates for users of Copilot for Microsoft 365. First, we are bringing priority access to the GPT-4 Turbo model to work with both web and work data. Second, later this month we are bringing expanded image generation capabilities in Microsoft Designer.
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Thursday March 28

	03:00 pm
Your new way of working: Copilot for Microsoft 365  | Office for Mac
Your new way of working: Copilot for Microsoft 365 
Small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) have tremendous vision and passion, and Copilot for Microsoft 365 can help turn dreams into reality. With Copilot for Microsoft 365, you can use the power of AI to reduce the daily grind of running your business—giving you additional time to reach more customers, create new products, and continue to grow your business. 
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Tuesday March 26

	03:00 pm
AI-powered collaboration with Microsoft Teams | Office for Mac
AI-powered collaboration with Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams is where work happens, and now we’re excited to announce new Copilot in Teams enhancements that will supercharge collaboration and make hybrid meetings even better. Read on for all the details.
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Thursday March 21

	04:00 pm
Advancing the new era of work with Copilot, Windows, and Surface | Office for Mac
Advancing the new era of work with Copilot, Windows, and Surface
At a digital event for commercial customers and partners, we shared an update on how we’re empowering organizations to advance in the new era of work with Microsoft Copilot, Windows, and two new Surface devices that will start to become available in April.   
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Wednesday March 20

	03:25 pm
AI Data Drop: The 11-by-11 Tipping Point | Office for Mac
AI Data Drop: The 11-by-11 Tipping Point
Since we first introduced Copilot to our earliest customers, we’ve been closely studying how people are using AI at work—what’s going well, where there are challenges, and what early behaviors can teach us about adopting and rolling out AI broadly. And we want to share what we’re learning with leaders who are looking to drive AI adoption with their own people. 
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Thursday March 14

	04:00 pm
Bringing Copilot to more customers worldwide—across life and work  | Office for Mac
Bringing Copilot to more customers worldwide—across life and work 
Continuing our vision for Microsoft Copilot to bring the power of generative AI to everyone across work and life, we’re expanding availability and purchase options for individuals and organizations and bringing new value to Copilot Pro subscribers. 
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Thursday March 07

	09:30 pm
Ability Summit 2024: Advancing accessibility with AI technology and innovation | Office for Mac
Ability Summit 2024: Advancing accessibility with AI technology and innovation
Today we kick off the 14th Microsoft Ability Summit, an annual event to bring together thought leaders to discuss how we accelerate accessibility to help bridge the Disability Divide. There are three key themes to this year’s summit: Build, Imagine, and Include. 
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	04:00 pm
Data residency in the AI era: New capabilities to manage your data  | Office for Mac
Data residency in the AI era: New capabilities to manage your data 
We’re excited to announce the expansion of Microsoft’s data residency capabilities by adding content of interactions with Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365 to our portfolio of data residency commitments and offerings. We are expanding our product terms and Microsoft 365 data residency offerings to contractually guarantee that we will store the content of your interactions with Copilot for Microsoft 365 in the same country or region in which you store your existing Microsoft 365 content.   
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Thursday February 29

	04:00 pm
Introducing Microsoft Copilot for Finance: Transform finance with next-generation AI in Microsoft 365 | Office for Mac
Introducing Microsoft Copilot for Finance: Transform finance with next-generation AI in Microsoft 365
We’re announcing the public preview of Microsoft Copilot for Finance, a game-changer for finance professionals and the newest role-based extension of Microsoft Copilot. Microsoft Copilot for Finance is a momentous leap forward, specifically crafted to revolutionize the daily grind of well-known financial processes.
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	Wednesday February 28

	03:00 pm
App submissions now open for the latest OS releases | ADC Headlines
App submissions now open for the latest OS releases
Submit in App Store ConnectiOS 17.4, iPadOS 17.4, macOS 14.4, tvOS 17.4, visionOS 1.1, and watchOS 10.4 will soon be available to customers worldwide. Build your apps and games using the Xcode 15.3 Release Candidate and latest SDKs, then test them using TestFlight. You can submit your iPhone and iPad apps today.Apps in the European UnionDevelopers who’ve agreed to the Alternative Terms Addendum for Apps in the EU can set up marketplace distribution in the EU. Eligible developers can also submit marketplace apps and offer apps with alternative browser engines.Once these platform versions are publicly available:
First annual installs for the Core Technology Fee begin accruing and the new commission rates take effect for these developers.
Apps offering alternative payment options in the EU will be accepted in App Store Connect. In the meantime, you can test in the sandbox environment.
If you’d like to discuss changes to iOS, Safari, and the App Store impacting apps in the EU to comply with the Digital Markets Act, request a 30-minute online consultation to meet with an Apple team member. In addition, if you’re interested in getting started with operating an alternative app marketplace on iOS in the EU, you can request to attend an in-person lab in Cork, Ireland.Sign in to App Store ConnectRead more »



	Tuesday February 13

	05:25 pm
Making our generative AI products safer for consumers | Office for Mac
Making our generative AI products safer for consumers
Over the past year, generative AI has seen tremendous growth in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by people and organizations. At Microsoft, we are deeply focused on minimizing the risks of harmful use of these technologies and are committed to keeping these tools even more reliable and safer.
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »



	04:00 pm
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Microsoft 365: Connect data to the tools where work is done | Office for Mac
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Microsoft 365: Connect data to the tools where work is done
With Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Microsoft 365, businesses can establish a unified experience where data seamlessly connects with productivity apps including Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Outlook, and Microsoft Teams. This connectivity ensures that employees can access timely information, gain valuable insights, and collaborate directly within the tools they use daily—all without the need to switch between applications. 
The post  appeared first on Microsoft 365 Blog.Read more »
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														Plugable’s 5-in-1 USB Hub expands your MacBook Pro or MacBook Air’s connection options

				
					The new 5-in-1 USB-C hub from Plugable turns two Mac laptop ports into (as the name implies) five, including Ethernet and more. Designed specifically for MacBook Pro and MacBook Air models, the hub (with the moniker AMS-5IN1E) fits flush against the host Mac and adds...


read more
			
			
				
			

				
														Satechi Stand Hub with SSD Enclosure is a great Mac mini accessory

				
					The Satechi Stand Hub for Mac Mini with SSD Enclosure is an US$99 expansion doc for the Mac mini. It’s designed for a 2020 M1 Mac mini or 2019 Mac mini with a USB-C Port. It won’t work on earlier models. Installation is extremely easy. You just simply place your Mac...


read more
			
			
				
				

				
 
				
				
				
				
					RecordCast is a solid, free online screen recorder
	deGeo protects your privacy by stripping location information from iOS photos
	The StayGo mini is a great travel accessory for an iPad or Mac laptop
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														MacTech Events and COVID

				
					Due to the pandemic, the regional MacTech Pro events were pushed into 2021 — as early as reasonably possible. This means at best, early in the third quarter of the year. But depending on guidance and public health, it could be later than that. Once there are details,...
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					Wednesday April 10

	02:28 pm
Twitter’s Clumsy Pivot to X.com Is a Gift to Phishers | Krebs on Security
Twitter’s Clumsy Pivot to X.com Is a Gift to Phishers
On April 9, Twitter/X began automatically modifying links that mention "twitter.com" to redirect to "x.com" instead. But over the past 48 hours, dozens of new domain names have been registered that demonstrate how this change could be used to craft convincing phishing links -- such as fedetwitter[.]com, which is currently rendered as fedex.com in tweets.Read more »



	Tuesday April 09

	08:28 pm
April’s Patch Tuesday Brings Record Number of Fixes | Krebs on Security
April’s Patch Tuesday Brings Record Number of Fixes
If only Patch Tuesdays came around infrequently -- like total solar eclipse rare -- instead of just creeping up on us each month like The Man in the Moon. Although to be fair, it would be tough for Microsoft to eclipse the number of vulnerabilities fixed in this month's patch batch -- a record 147 flaws in Windows and related software.Read more »



	Thursday April 04

	02:12 pm
Fake Lawsuit Threat Exposes Privnote Phishing Sites | Krebs on Security
Fake Lawsuit Threat Exposes Privnote Phishing Sites
A cybercrook who has been setting up websites that mimic the self-destructing message service Privnote.com accidentally exposed the breadth of their operations recently when they threatened to sue a software company. The disclosure revealed a profitable network of phishing sites that behave and look like the real Privnote, except that any messages containing cryptocurrency addresses will be automatically altered to include a different payment address controlled by the scammers.Read more »



	Wednesday April 03

	01:16 pm
‘The Manipulaters’ Improve Phishing, Still Fail at Opsec | Krebs on Security
‘The Manipulaters’ Improve Phishing, Still Fail at Opsec
Roughly nine years ago, KrebsOnSecurity profiled a Pakistan-based cybercrime group called "The Manipulaters," a sprawling web hosting network of phishing and spam delivery platforms. In January 2024, The Manipulaters pleaded with this author to unpublish previous stories about their work, claiming the group had turned over a new leaf and gone legitimate. But new research suggests that while they have improved the quality of their products and services, these nitwits still fail spectacularly at hiding their illegal activities.Read more »



	Thursday March 28

	11:56 pm
Thread Hijacking: Phishes That Prey on Your Curiosity | Krebs on Security
Thread Hijacking: Phishes That Prey on Your Curiosity
Thread hijacking attacks. They happen when someone you know has their email account compromised, and you are suddenly dropped into an existing conversation between the sender and someone else. These missives draw on the recipient's natural curiosity about being copied on a private discussion, which is modified to include a malicious link or attachment. Here's the story of a recent thread hijacking attack in which a journalist was copied on a phishing email from the unwilling subject of a recent scoop.Read more »



	Tuesday March 26

	03:37 pm
Recent ‘MFA Bombing’ Attacks Targeting Apple Users | Krebs on Security
Recent ‘MFA Bombing’ Attacks Targeting Apple Users
Several Apple customers recently reported being targeted in elaborate phishing attacks that involve what appears to be a bug in Apple's password reset feature. In this scenario, a target's Apple devices are forced to display dozens of system-level prompts that prevent the devices from being used until the recipient responds "Allow" or "Don't Allow" to each prompt. Assuming the user manages not to fat-finger the wrong button on the umpteenth password reset request, the scammers will then call the victim while spoofing Apple support in the caller ID, saying the user's account is under attack and that Apple support needs to "verify" a one-time code.Read more »



	Friday March 22

	07:02 pm
Mozilla Drops Onerep After CEO Admits to Running People-Search Networks | Krebs on Security
Mozilla Drops Onerep After CEO Admits to Running People-Search Networks
The nonprofit organization that supports the Firefox web browser said today it is winding down its new partnership with Onerep, an identity protection service recently bundled with Firefox that offers to remove users from hundreds of people-search sites. The move comes just days after a report by KrebsOnSecurity forced Onerep's CEO to admit that he has founded dozens of people-search networks over the years.Read more »



	Thursday March 21

	03:18 am
The Not-so-True People-Search Network from China | Krebs on Security
The Not-so-True People-Search Network from China
It's not unusual for the data brokers behind people-search websites to use pseudonyms in their day-to-day lives (you would, too). Some of these personal data purveyors even try to reinvent their online identities in a bid to hide their conflicts of interest. But it's not every day you run across a US-focused people-search network based in China whose principal owners all appear to be completely fabricated identities.Read more »



	Thursday March 14

	09:13 pm
CEO of Data Privacy Company Onerep.com Founded Dozens of People-Search Firms | Krebs on Security
CEO of Data Privacy Company Onerep.com Founded Dozens of People-Search Firms
The data privacy company Onerep.com bills itself as a Virginia-based service for helping people remove their personal information from almost 200 people-search websites. However, an investigation into the history of onerep.com finds this company is operating out of Belarus and Cyprus, and that its founder has launched dozens of people-search services over the years.Read more »



	Tuesday March 12

	08:36 pm
Patch Tuesday, March 2024 Edition | Krebs on Security
Patch Tuesday, March 2024 Edition
Apple and Microsoft recently released software updates to fix dozens of security holes in their operating systems. Microsoft today patched at least 60 vulnerabilities in its Windows OS. Meanwhile, Apple's new macOS Sonoma addresses at least 68 security weaknesses, and its latest updates for iOS fixes two zero-day flaws.Read more »



	Monday March 11

	04:19 pm
Incognito Darknet Market Mass-Extorts Buyers, Sellers | Krebs on Security
Incognito Darknet Market Mass-Extorts Buyers, Sellers
Borrowing from the playbook of ransomware purveyors, the darknet narcotics bazaar Incognito Market has begun extorting all of its vendors and buyers, threatening to publish cryptocurrency transaction and chat records of users who refuse to pay a fee ranging from $100 to $20,000. The bold mass extortion attempt comes just days after Incognito Market administrators reportedly pulled an "exit scam" that left users unable to withdraw millions of dollars worth of funds from the platform.Read more »
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					Wednesday April 10

	31 mins ago
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘StoryBlocks: The King’, Plus Today’s New Releases and the Latest Sales | iOS App of Day
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘StoryBlocks: The King’, Plus Today’s New Releases and the Latest Sales
Hello gentle readers, and welcome to the SwitchArcade Round-Up for April 10th, 2024. It’s that slow day of the week … Continue reading ""Read more »



	08:40 pm
Haute Board mini Review – A Fantastic Budget Keyboard Controller from Haute42 | iOS App of Day
Haute Board mini Review – A Fantastic Budget Keyboard Controller from Haute42
Ever since I bought my first 8BitDo Arcade Stick, I’ve gotten a bit obsessed with different sticks, controllers, and more … Continue reading ""Read more »



	06:06 pm
‘Vampire Survivors’ Contra Collaboration Operation Guns DLC Revealed for May 9th With New Gameplay Trailer | iOS App of Day
‘Vampire Survivors’ Contra Collaboration Operation Guns DLC Revealed for May 9th With New Gameplay Trailer
At the Triple-I Initiative indie showcase, poncle had two big announcements. The first was Vampire Survivors (Free) for PS5 and … Continue reading ""Read more »



	05:00 pm
‘Kingdom Rush 5: Alliance’ Pre-Orders and Pre-Registrations Are Now Live, New Trailer Released | iOS App of Day
‘Kingdom Rush 5: Alliance’ Pre-Orders and Pre-Registrations Are Now Live, New Trailer Released
Ironhide Games recently announced its newest game following the launch Junkworld () on Apple Arcade in the form of Kingdom … Continue reading ""Read more »



	03:36 pm
The 10 Best Nintendo Switch Strategy/Tactical RPGs in 2024 – SwitchArcade Special | iOS App of Day
The 10 Best Nintendo Switch Strategy/Tactical RPGs in 2024 – SwitchArcade Special
We’ve done a list of our ten favorite strategy/tactical RPGs on the Switch before, but it’s been a couple years … Continue reading ""Read more »



	Tuesday April 09

	09:53 pm
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘Botany Manor’ & ‘Missile Dancer 2’, Plus Today’s Releases and Sales | iOS App of Day
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘Botany Manor’ & ‘Missile Dancer 2’, Plus Today’s Releases and Sales
Hello gentle readers, and welcome to the SwitchArcade Round-Up for April 9th, 2024. We have more reviews for you today, … Continue reading "SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘Botany Manor’ & ‘Missile Dancer 2’, Plus Today’s Releases and Sales"Read more »



	07:16 pm
8bitdo M30 Bluetooth 2024 Review – One of the Best Fighting Game Controllers for iOS, Switch, Steam Deck, and More | iOS App of Day
8bitdo M30 Bluetooth 2024 Review – One of the Best Fighting Game Controllers for iOS, Switch, Steam Deck, and More
Over the last few years, I’ve been buying and using quite a few controllers across different consoles, PC, and mobile … Continue reading ""Read more »



	05:10 pm
Discussing ‘Rainbow Cotton Remaster’ With Developer KRITZELKRATZ 3000’s Andreas Scholl | iOS App of Day
Discussing ‘Rainbow Cotton Remaster’ With Developer KRITZELKRATZ 3000’s Andreas Scholl
Hello, friends. You’ve probably noticed we’ve been doing a lot of interviews lately, but we just can’t resist the chance … Continue reading ""Read more »



	03:22 pm
Apple Arcade May 2024 Games: Dicey Dungeons+, a Slight Chance of Sawblades+, and Summer Pop+ Arrive Alongside Updates for Sonic, Game Room, and More | iOS App of Day
Apple Arcade May 2024 Games: Dicey Dungeons+, a Slight Chance of Sawblades+, and Summer Pop+ Arrive Alongside Updates for Sonic, Game Room, and More
Apple just announced the new Apple Arcade games for May 2024, and they are all App Store Greats. Alongside the … Continue reading ""Read more »



	09:08 am
HoYoFair 2024 prepares to showcase over ten lovingly made fan films on April 13th | 148Apps
HoYoFair 2024 prepares to showcase over ten lovingly made fan films on April 13th
To say Genshin Impact took the world by storm when it was released would be an understatement. However, I think the most surprising part of the launch was just how much further it went than gaming. There have been concerts, art shows, massive conventions, and now, the 2024 Genshin Impact Fan Art Special Program. [Read more]Read more »



	Monday April 08

	09:29 pm
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘PuzzMiX’ & ‘Expeditions’, Plus Today’s New Releases and Sales | iOS App of Day
SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘PuzzMiX’ & ‘Expeditions’, Plus Today’s New Releases and Sales
Hello gentle readers, and welcome to the SwitchArcade Round-Up for April 8th, 2024. In today’s article, we start things off … Continue reading "SwitchArcade Round-Up: Reviews Featuring ‘PuzzMiX’ & ‘Expeditions’, Plus Today’s New Releases and Sales"Read more »



	06:13 pm
The Best ‘Marvel Snap’ Meta Decks – April 2024 Edition | iOS App of Day
The Best ‘Marvel Snap’ Meta Decks – April 2024 Edition
We’re on the other side of the new Season drop and balance update in Marvel Snap (Free), and that means … Continue reading ""Read more »



	04:29 pm
Best iPhone Game Updates: ‘Cypher 007’, ‘Marvel Contest of Champions’, ‘Merge Mansion’, ‘Bloons TD Battles 2’, ‘Disney Heroes’, and More | iOS App of Day
Best iPhone Game Updates: ‘Cypher 007’, ‘Marvel Contest of Champions’, ‘Merge Mansion’, ‘Bloons TD Battles 2’, ‘Disney Heroes’, and More
Hello everyone, and welcome to the week! It’s time once again for our look back at the noteworthy updates of … Continue reading ""Read more »



	09:49 am
Explore some of BBCs' most iconic series in Roblox with BBC Wonder Chase | 148Apps
Explore some of BBCs' most iconic series in Roblox with BBC Wonder Chase
Despite your personal opinion on the BBC at a managerial level, it is undeniable that it has overseen some fantastic British shows in the past, and now thanks to a partnership with Roblox, players will be able to interact with some of these biggest titles in BBC Wonder Chase. [Read more]Read more »



	09:08 am
Capcom Adds More Browser-Compatible Retro Games To Its Website, Including ‘Super Street Fighter II’ & ‘Magic Sword’ | iOS App of Day
Capcom Adds More Browser-Compatible Retro Games To Its Website, Including ‘Super Street Fighter II’ & ‘Magic Sword’
You know, I have to say that I was pleasantly surprised when Capcom put a small selection of browser-compatible retro … Continue reading "Capcom Adds More Browser-Compatible Retro Games To Its Website, Including ‘Super Street Fighter II’ & ‘Magic Sword’"Read more »



	08:05 am
‘Stardew Valley’ 1.6. Update for Mobile and Consoles in Progress, Will Be Released As Soon As Possible | iOS App of Day
‘Stardew Valley’ 1.6. Update for Mobile and Consoles in Progress, Will Be Released As Soon As Possible
A few weeks ago, the massive (and free) Stardew Valley ($4.99) 1.6 update finally went live for PC worldwide. At … Continue reading ""Read more »



	05:41 am
‘Goat Simulator 3’ Discounted to Its Lowest Price Yet Alongside Other Games in the Series on iOS and Android | iOS App of Day
‘Goat Simulator 3’ Discounted to Its Lowest Price Yet Alongside Other Games in the Series on iOS and Android
Coffee Stain Publishing and Coffee Stain Malmo released Goat Simulator 3 on iOS and Android as a premium release a … Continue reading ""Read more »



	Friday April 05

	11:46 pm
TouchArcade Game of the Week: ‘Super Monsters Ate My Condo’ | iOS App of Day
TouchArcade Game of the Week: ‘Super Monsters Ate My Condo’
Wowee. PikPok and Adult Swim Games first shook up the tired match-3 genre with the original Monsters Ate My Condo … Continue reading ""Read more »



	10:32 pm
SwitchArcade Round-Up: ‘No Umbrellas Allowed’, ‘Kudzu’, ‘PuzzMiX’, Plus Today’s Other Releases and Sales | iOS App of Day
SwitchArcade Round-Up: ‘No Umbrellas Allowed’, ‘Kudzu’, ‘PuzzMiX’, Plus Today’s Other Releases and Sales
Hello gentle readers, and welcome to the SwitchArcade Round-Up for April 5th, 2024. In today’s article, we’re wrapping up the … Continue reading ""Read more »



	08:25 pm
Steam Deck Weekly: Buckshot Roulette Review, Class of Heroes and SaGa Emerald Beyond Impressions, Front Mission 2 Remake and SMT5 News, and More | iOS App of Day
Steam Deck Weekly: Buckshot Roulette Review, Class of Heroes and SaGa Emerald Beyond Impressions, Front Mission 2 Remake and SMT5 News, and More
Welcome to this week’s edition of the Steam Deck Weekly and the first one for April 2024. I’ve said that … Continue reading ""Read more »



	06:49 pm
Aksys Games Interview: COO Bo deWindt on Otome Games for Switch, Horror Games, Localization, Ports, Limited Editions, Steam Deck, and More | iOS App of Day
Aksys Games Interview: COO Bo deWindt on Otome Games for Switch, Horror Games, Localization, Ports, Limited Editions, Steam Deck, and More
We’ve covered Aksys Games releases for about a decade by now here including the publisher’s old iOS releases like 999 … Continue reading ""Read more »



	04:15 pm
The Latest ‘Marvel Snap’ OTA Update Weakens Thanos, Among Other Balance Adjustments | iOS App of Day
The Latest ‘Marvel Snap’ OTA Update Weakens Thanos, Among Other Balance Adjustments
The new season of Marvel Snap (Free) has arrived, bringing with it some cool new Thunderbolts-themed cards. As usual, it … Continue reading ""Read more »



	01:00 pm
Critically Acclaimed ‘Howl’ Arrives On Mobile | iOS App of Day
Critically Acclaimed ‘Howl’ Arrives On Mobile
If you’re anything like us (and, since you’re reading this, we’re going to go ahead and assume that you are) … Continue reading ""Read more »



	11:34 am
‘Sigma Theory’ and ‘Out There’ Developer Mi-Clos Studio Has Closed | iOS App of Day
‘Sigma Theory’ and ‘Out There’ Developer Mi-Clos Studio Has Closed
After yesterday’s good news relating to a studio we’ve followed for a long time in Vlambeer, there’s some bad news … Continue reading ""Read more »



	09:30 am
Play Together teams up with Sanrio to bring some iconic characters to Kaia Island | 148Apps
Play Together teams up with Sanrio to bring some iconic characters to Kaia Island
I was quite surprised to learn that the massive social network game Play Together had never collaborated with the globally popular Sanrio IP, it seems like the perfect team. Well, this glaring omission has now been rectified, as that instantly recognisable feline and friends head to Kaia Island. [Read more]Read more »
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					Wednesday April 10

	1 hour ago
SMS Delivery Delays to Claro Network in Brazil | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Claro Network in Brazil
Apr 10, 14:34 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Claro Network in Brazil. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	07:54 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Dish Network in the US Over Long Code and Short Code Numbers | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Dish Network in the US Over Long Code and Short Code Numbers
Apr 10, 12:54 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Dish Network in the US over long code and short code numbers. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	04:22 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Telefonica Network in Chile | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Telefonica Network in Chile
Apr 10, 09:22 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Telefonica Network in Chile. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	03:26 pm
UPDATE: We are experiencing an issue with Chronicle Security | Google Cloud
UPDATE: We are experiencing an issue with Chronicle Security
Incident began at 2024-04-10 07:39 (all times are US/Pacific).Summary: We are experiencing an issue with Chronicle Security
Description: We are experiencing an issue with Chronicle Security.
Our engineering team continues to investigate the issue.
We will provide an update by Wednesday, 2024-04-10 09:21 US/Pacific with current details.
Diagnosis: Chronicle may be processing ingested data slower than normal and detections on recent data may be impacted, causing some customers to experience data freshness issues.
Workaround: None at this time.
Affected products: Chronicle SecurityAffected locations: Tokyo (asia-northeast1), Mumbai (asia-south1), Sydney (australia-southeast1), London (europe-west2), Frankfurt (europe-west3), Zurich (europe-west6), Dammam (me-central2), Tel Aviv (me-west1), Toronto (northamerica-northeast2)Read more »



	02:45 pm
On Call Engineers are Investigating a Potential Issue With Voice Media Stream | Twilio
On Call Engineers are Investigating a Potential Issue With Voice Media Stream
Apr 10, 07:45 PDTInvestigating - Our monitoring systems have detected a potential issue with Voice Media Stream. Our engineering team has been alerted and is actively investigating. We will update as soon as we have more information.Read more »



	12:47 pm
Managed Databases | Linode
Managed Databases
THIS IS A SCHEDULED EVENT Apr 10, 16:00 - 17:30 UTCApr 10, 12:45 UTCUpdate - We will be undergoing scheduled maintenance during this time.Apr 10, 12:45 UTCScheduled - We will be performing a scheduled maintenance on our  control plane software. While we do not expect any downtime, brief periods of slow provisioning for new databases might occur. There will be no loss of connectivity to existing managed databases.Read more »



	10:46 am
Cloudflare R2 Custom Hostname Issues | CloudFlare
Cloudflare R2 Custom Hostname Issues
Apr 10, 10:46 UTCInvestigating - Cloudflare is investigating issues with the addition of new custom hostnames to R2. These issues do not affect existing custom hostnames or other services.We are working to mitigate this problem. More updates to follow shortly.Read more »



	09:37 am
Cloudflare Pages Project Creation Issues | CloudFlare
Cloudflare Pages Project Creation Issues
Apr 10, 09:37 UTCInvestigating - Cloudflare is investigating issues with creating new Cloudflare Pages projects. This issue does not affect existing projects or deployments on pages or any other Cloudflare services.We are working to mitigate this problem. More updates to follow shortly.Read more »



	09:17 am
Inbound Call Failures to Twilio Korean Phone Numbers | Twilio
Inbound Call Failures to Twilio Korean Phone Numbers
Apr 10, 02:17 PDTIdentified - The issue causing inbound call failures to Twilio Korean phone numbers has been identified. We are actively working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We expect to provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	03:29 am
SMS Delivery Delays and Failures to Bmobile Network In Papua New Guinea. | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays and Failures to Bmobile Network In Papua New Guinea.
Apr 9, 20:24 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays and failures when to sending messages to Bmobile Network In Papua New Guinea. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	Tuesday April 09

	08:38 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Atlan Redes Network in Mexico | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Atlan Redes Network in Mexico
Apr 9, 13:38 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Atlan Redes network in Mexico. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	06:08 pm
SMS delivery to Telefonica Network in Peru Affected | Twilio
SMS delivery to Telefonica Network in Peru Affected
Apr 9, 11:08 PDTResolved - Twilio SMS delivery was degraded for 2 hours and 18 minutes between 10:36 and 12:14 Pacific Time on 04/08/2024 and for 13 hours and 39 minutes between 03:36 and 05:14 Pacific Time on 04/09/202. During this period of time customers may have experienced SMS delivery to Telefonica Network in Peru. The issue has now been resolved.Read more »



	05:41 pm
Some features are not working as expected | Dropbox
Some features are not working as expected
Apr 9, 17:41 UTCInvestigating - . We are working to resolve the issue as quickly as possible. Thank you for your patience.Read more »



	12:01 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Vodafone Network in New Zealand | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Vodafone Network in New Zealand
Apr 9, 05:01 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing MMS/SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Vodafone Network in New Zealand. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	07:13 am
SMS Delivery Delays to Multiple Networks in Pakistan | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Multiple Networks in Pakistan
Apr 9, 00:13 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to multiple Networks in Pakistan. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	02:42 am
Cloudflare API Failures | CloudFlare
Cloudflare API Failures
Apr 9, 02:38 UTCInvestigating - We are currently investigating issues related to API failures. More information will follow as we continue to work towards a resolution.Read more »



	12:46 am
Mexico SMS Carrier Maintenance – AT&T | Twilio
Mexico SMS Carrier Maintenance – AT&T
THIS IS A SCHEDULED EVENT Apr 9, 23:00 PDT  -  Apr 10, 01:00 PDTApr 8, 17:30 PDTScheduled - The AT&T network in Mexico is conducting an emergency maintenance from 09 April 2024 at 23:00 PDT until 10 April 2024 at 01:00 PDT. During the maintenance window, there could be intermittent delays delivering SMS to and from AT&T Mexico handsets.Read more »



	Monday April 08

	11:53 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Mobifone Network in Vietnam Over Pre-Registered Sender ID | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Mobifone Network in Vietnam Over Pre-Registered Sender ID
Apr 8, 16:53 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays when sending messages to Mobifone Network in Vietnam over pre-registered sender ID. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »



	10:16 pm
DNS Update Delays | CloudFlare
DNS Update Delays
Apr 8, 22:16 UTCMonitoring - The issue has been identified and a fix has been implemented. We are currently monitoring the results.Apr 8, 22:02 UTCInvestigating - Cloudflare is investigating delays in propagation of updates to DNS records. More updates to follow shortly.Read more »



	09:44 pm
SMS Delivery Delays to Dish Network in US via Subset of Short Codes | Twilio
SMS Delivery Delays to Dish Network in US via Subset of Short Codes
Apr 8, 14:44 PDTInvestigating - We are experiencing SMS delivery delays to Dish Network in US via subset of short codes. Our engineers are working with our carrier partner to resolve the issue. We will provide another update in 1 hour or as soon as more information becomes available.Read more »
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														Kool Tools: Pegasus3 Symply Edition

				
					Promise Technology and Symply have launched the Pegasus3 Symply Edition, the next generation of the Pegasus desktop RAID storage system. The new system combines 40 Gb/s Thunderbolt 3 performance with Symply's storage management suite. The Pegasus3 Symply Edition is a...



			
			
				
			

				
														Kool Tools: TimeCache

				
					The Rolling Stones told us that time was on our side (or at least Mick Jagger's side). That's not always true, but with TimeCache (http://www.pandaware.com/timecache/index.html) for Mac OS X from PandaWare we can at least keep track of it. With TimeCache -- now...



			
			
				
			

				
														Kool Tools: PDF Editor for Mac

				
					Editing PDF files on Mac OS X can be tough, but a product from AnyBizSoft, a Wondershare company focused on PDF solutions, simplifies the process. PDF Editor for Mac, integrates AnyBizSoft's existing PDF to Word conversion technology. It not only enables users to edit...



			
			
				
			

				
														Kool Tools: Aunsoft’s Video Converter for the Mac

				
					Aunsoft Video Converter for Mac (http://www.aunsoft.com/video-converter-mac/) is a US$35 Mac video converting tool you can use to convert just about any type of video for use on a variety of Apple devices. What's more, it also boasts a several editing features. This...
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					Wednesday April 10

	12:34 pm
15-inch M3 MacBook Airs on sale for $100 off MSRP with free store pickup | MacPrices.net
15-inch M3 MacBook Airs on sale for $100 off MSRP with free store pickup
Best Buy has Apple 15" MacBook Airs with M3 CPUs on sale for $100 off MSRP on their online store. Prices valid for online orders only, in-store prices may vary. Order online and choose free shipping or free local store pickup (if available):
- 15" M3 MacBook Air (8GB RAM/256GB SSD): $1199 $100 off MSRP
- 15" M3 MacBook Air (8GB RAM/512GB SSD): $1399 $100 off MSRP
- 15" M3 MacBook Air (16GB RAM/512GB SSD): $1599 $100 off MSRP
An additional $50 discount is available for MyBestBuy Plus members. 
For the latest sales & prices, see our 15" MacBook Air Price Tracker.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Tuesday April 09

	02:09 pm
24-inch M3 iMacs now on sale for $150 off MSRP, prices start at $1149 | MacPrices.net
24-inch M3 iMacs now on sale for $150 off MSRP, prices start at $1149
Amazon is now offering a $150 discount on Apple's new M3-powered 24" iMacs. Prices start at $1149 for models with 8GB of RAM and 256GB of storage:
- 24" M3 iMac/8-core GPU/8GB/256GB: $1149.99, $150 off
- 24" M3 iMac/10-core GPU/8GB/256GB: $1349.99, $150 off
- 24" M3 iMac/10-core GPU/8GB/512GB: $1549.99, $150 off
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	02:04 pm
15-inch M3 MacBook Airs now on sale for $150 off MSRP, prices start at $1149 | MacPrices.net
15-inch M3 MacBook Airs now on sale for $150 off MSRP, prices start at $1149
Amazon is now offering a $150 discount on Apple's new M3-powered 15" MacBook Airs. Prices start at $1149 for models with 8GB of RAM and 256GB of storage:
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/8GB/256GB: $1149.99, $150 off
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/8GB/512GB: $1349.99, $150 off
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/16GB/512GB: $1549.99, $150 off
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Monday April 08

	03:00 pm
The latest Apple Education discounts on MacBooks: Up to $300 off MacBook Pros, MacBook Airs $100 off | MacPrices.net
The latest Apple Education discounts on MacBooks: Up to $300 off MacBook Pros, MacBook Airs $100 off
If you're a student, teacher, or staff member at any educational institution, you can use your .edu email address when ordering at Apple Education to take up to $300 off the purchase of a new MacBook Pro or MacBook Air. Even parents of students can qualify. Education discounts are also available on most build-to-order options, such as extra RAM and more storage. Here are Apple EDU's savings on new MacBooks:
- 16" M3 Pro MacBook Pros: from $2299, $200 off
- 16" M3 Max MacBook Pros: from $3199, $300 off
- 14" M3 MacBook Pros: from $1499, $100 off
- 14" M3 Pro MacBook Pros: from $1849, $150-$200 off
- 14" M3 Max MacBook Pros: from $2899, $200 off
- 13" M3 MacBook Pro/8GB/256GB: $999, $100 off
- 13" M3 MacBook Pro/8GB/512GB: $1199, $100 off
- 13" M3 MacBook Pro/16GB/512GB: $1399, $100 off
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/8GB/256GB: $1199, $100 off
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/8GB/512GB: $1399, $100 off
- 15" M3 MacBook Air/16GB/512GB: $1599, $100 off
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/256GB: $899, $100 off
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/512GB: $1199, $100 off
Details at Apple Education. Not in the US? Click for the Canada or the UK stores.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	02:30 pm
Deal Alert! 13-inch M2 MacBook Airs for only $849, $150 off MSRP, on Best Buy’s online store | MacPrices.net
Deal Alert! 13-inch M2 MacBook Airs for only $849, $150 off MSRP, on Best Buy’s online store
Best Buy has Apple 13" MacBook Airs with M2 CPUs in stock and on sale this week on their online store for $150 off MSRP in Space Gray, Silver, Starlight, and Midnight colors. Prices start at only $849. Their prices are the lowest currently available for new 13" M2 MacBook Airs:
- 13" M2 MacBook Air (8GB RAM/256GB SSD): $849 $150 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air (8GB RAM/512GB SSD): $1049 $150 off MSRP
Prices valid for online orders only. In-store prices may vary. Order online and choose free shipping or free local store pickup (if available). For the latest sales & prices, see our 13" MacBook Air Price Tracker.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	02:00 pm
Apple has clearance 16-inch M2 Pro MacBook Pros in stock starting at $2049, up to $450 off MSRP, Certified Refurbished | MacPrices.net
Apple has clearance 16-inch M2 Pro MacBook Pros in stock starting at $2049, up to $450 off MSRP, Certified Refurbished
Apple has clearance 16" M2 Pro MacBook Pros available in their Certified Refurbished store starting at $2049 and ranging up to $450 off original MSRP. Each model features a new outer case, shipping is free, and an Apple 1-year warranty is standard. These models are the cheapest 16" MacBook Pros currently available for sale at Apple:
- 16" M2 Pro MacBook Pro (12-Core CPU, 512GB SSD, Space Gray): $2049 save $450
- 16" M2 Pro MacBook Pro (12-Core CPU, 1TB SSD, Space Gray): $2289 save $410
- 16" M2 Pro MacBook Pro (12-Core CPU, 512GB SSD, Silver): $2049 save $450
- 16" M2 Pro MacBook Pro (12-Core CPU, 1TB SSD, Silver): $2289 save $410
See our 16" MacBook Pro Price Tracker for the latest prices & deals from Apple's retailers, updated daily.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Sunday April 07

	12:44 pm
Sunday Sale: Apple retailers are offering $100 discounts on 10th-generation iPads | MacPrices.net
Sunday Sale: Apple retailers are offering $100 discounts on 10th-generation iPads
Amazon and Best Buy are offering $100 discounts on Apple's 10th-generation iPads with models available starting at only $349. These are the lowest prices available for Apple's newest iPads:
(1): Best Buy has Apple's 10th-generation WiFi iPads on sale for $100 off MSRP in their online store. Sale prices for online orders only, in-store prices may vary. Order online and choose free shipping or free local store pickup (if available):
- 10" 10th-generation 64GB WiFi iPads: $349 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 256GB WiFi iPads: $499 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 64GB WiFi + Cellular iPads: $499 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 256GB WiFi + Cellular iPads: $649 $100 off MSRP
(2): Amazon has Apple's 10th-generation WiFi iPads on sale for $100 off MSRP as well. Shipping is free:
- 10" 10th-generation 64GB WiFi iPads: $349 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 256GB WiFi iPads: $499 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 64GB WiFi + Cellular iPads: $499 $100 off MSRP
- 10" 10th-generation 256GB WiFi + Cellular iPads: $649 $100 off MSRP
Note that Amazon's prices are dynamic, and the sale price may vary depending on model and color. See their site for the latest information.
For the latest prices & deals, keep an eye on our iPad Price Tracker, updated daily.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	12:37 pm
AirPods Pro with USB-C are on sale for 24% off Apple’s MSRP | MacPrices.net
AirPods Pro with USB-C are on sale for 24% off Apple’s MSRP
Amazon has Apple's 2023 AirPods Pro with USB-C in stock and on sale for $189.99 including free shipping. Their price is $60 (24%) off MSRP, and it's currently the lowest price available for new AirPods Pro among the retailers we track.
For the latest prices & deals, see our Apple AirPods Price Tracker, updated daily.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Saturday April 06

	12:44 pm
Take advantage of these 13-inch M2 MacBook Air deals at Apple, models available starting at only $849 | MacPrices.net
Take advantage of these 13-inch M2 MacBook Air deals at Apple, models available starting at only $849
Apple has 13" M2 MacBook Airs available for only $849 today in their Certified Refurbished store. These are the cheapest M2-powered MacBooks for sale at Apple. Apple's one-year warranty is included, shipping is free, and each MacBook has a new outer shell:
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/8-Core GPU/8GB RAM/256GB SSD/Space Gray: $849, $150 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/8-Core GPU/8GB RAM/256GB SSD/Silver: $849, $150 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/8-Core GPU/8GB RAM/256GB SSD/Starlight: $849, $150 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/8-Core GPU/8GB RAM/256GB SSD/Midnight: $849, $150 off MSRP
Step up to a 10-core GPU and 512GB of storage for $1019:
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/10-Core GPU/8GB RAM/512GB SSD/Space Gray: $1019, $180 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/10-Core GPU/8GB RAM/512GB SSD/Silver: $1019, $180 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/10-Core GPU/8GB RAM/512GB SSD/Starlight: $1019, $180 off MSRP
- 13" M2 MacBook Air/10-Core GPU/8GB RAM/512GB SSD/Midnight: $1019, $180 off MSRP
According to Apple, “You will receive a 'like new' device with genuine Apple replacement parts (as needed) that has been thoroughly cleaned and inspected. Every device will come with all accessories, cables and operating systems. All Apple Certified Refurbished products are packaged in a brand new white box and will be sent to you with free shipping and returns.”
Note that stock status may vary, check Apple's site for availability. For the latest sales & prices, see our 13" MacBook Air Price Tracker, updated daily.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Friday April 05

	01:56 pm
Big Tech weekend on Best Buy’s online store: $70 off Apple Watch Series 9, $50 off Apple Watch SE | MacPrices.net
Big Tech weekend on Best Buy’s online store: $70 off Apple Watch Series 9, $50 off Apple Watch SE
Best Buy has Apple Watch Series 9 models on sale for $70 off MSRP on their online store this weekend. They have the Apple Watch SE on sale for $50 off MSRP.
Sale prices available for online orders only, in-store prices may vary. Order online, and choose free shipping or free local store pickup (if available). These are the lowest prices available for Series 9 and SE Watches:
- 41mm Apple Watch Series 9 GPS: $329, save $70
- 45mm Apple Watch Series 9 GPS: $359, save $70
- 41mm Apple Watch Series 9 GPS + Cellular: $429, save $70
- 45mm Apple Watch Series 9 GPS + Cellular: $459, save $70
- 40mm Apple Watch SE GPS: $199, save $50
- 44mm Apple Watch SE GPS: $229, save $50
- 40mm Apple Watch SE GPS + Cellular: $249, save $50
- 44mm Apple Watch SE GPS + Cellular: $279, save $50
For the latest prices & sales, keep an eye on our Apple Watch Price Tracker, updated daily.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	Thursday April 04

	09:18 pm
New April Verizon promo: Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max for only $10/month with a new line of service | MacPrices.net
New April Verizon promo: Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max for only $10/month with a new line of service
Verizon has the iPhone 15 Pro Max now on sale for $10 per month when you add a new line of service. Discount is applied to your account monthly over a 36 month term and is valid for the 256GB model. For the first time, no trade-in is required. That's $840 off MSRP!
The fine print:
"Save $839.99. New line req'd. Online only when you buy the Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max device. Unlimited Plus or Unlimited Ultimate plan required. Promo credit may change based on other Unlimited plans. May not be combined with other offers. $1199.99 purchase on device payment or at retail price required. New line req'd. Unlimited Plus or Unlimited Ultimate plan required. Less $839.99 promo credit applied to account over 36 mos; promo credit ends if eligibility requirements are no longer met; 0% APR.Taxes & fees may apply."
Verizon's deal is live on their site today and valid through at least April 30, 2024.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »



	09:18 pm
New April Verizon promo: Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max for only $10/month with a new line of service | MacPrices.net
New April Verizon promo: Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max for only $10/month with a new line of service
Verizon has the iPhone 15 Pro Max now on sale for $10 per month when you add a new line of service. Discount is applied to your account monthly over a 36 month term and is valid for the 256GB model. For the first time, no trade-in is required. That's $840 off MSRP!
The fine print:
"Save $839.99. New line req'd. Online only when you buy the Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max device. Unlimited Plus or Unlimited Ultimate plan required. Promo credit may change based on other Unlimited plans. May not be combined with other offers. $1199.99 purchase on device payment or at retail price required. New line req'd. Unlimited Plus or Unlimited Ultimate plan required. Less $839.99 promo credit applied to account over 36 mos; promo credit ends if eligibility requirements are no longer met; 0% APR.Taxes & fees may apply."
Verizon's deal is live on their site today and valid through at least April 30, 2024.
The post  first appeared on MacPrices.net.Read more »
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					Tuesday April 09

	03:06 pm
10th-Gen. Apple iPad 10.9″ WiFi + 5G Tablet: 64GB for $499, 256GB for $649 + free shipping | DealNews iPads
10th-Gen. Apple iPad 10.9″ WiFi + 5G Tablet: 64GB for $499, 256GB for $649 + free shipping
Each of these models is back at its best-ever price; a $100 savings apiece. Shop Now at Best Buy  Features Apple A14 6-core processor iPadOS 16.0Read more »



	03:01 pm
Refurbished Apple 7th-Gen. iPad 10.2″ 128GB WiFi Tablet (2019) for $176 + free shipping | DealNews iPads
Refurbished Apple 7th-Gen. iPad 10.2″ 128GB WiFi Tablet (2019) for $176 + free shipping
That's the best price we could find by $9. A 1-year Allstate warranty is provided. Buy Now at eBayRead more »



	02:50 pm
Apple iPad 10.9″ WiFi Tablet (2022): 64GB for $349, 256GB for $499 + free shipping | DealNews iPads
Apple iPad 10.9″ WiFi Tablet (2022): 64GB for $349, 256GB for $499 + free shipping
That's a savings of $100 on either model, and the best price we've seen for each one. Shop Now at Best BuyRead more »



	07:20 am
Apple iPad Mini 8.3″ Tablet (2021) from $449 + free shipping | DealNews iPads
Apple iPad Mini 8.3″ Tablet (2021) from $449 + free shipping
Get the latest iPad mini in its 64GB or 256GB capacity, with WiFi or WiFi + 4G. It comes with the option for a free engraving, as well as the possibility to save with an eligible trade-in. Shop Now at AppleRead more »



	Monday April 08

	09:59 pm
Apple MacBook Pro M3 14.2″ Laptop (2023) for $1,449 + free shipping | DealNews Laptops
Apple MacBook Pro M3 14.2″ Laptop (2023) for $1,449 + free shipping
It's $150 under list price. Buy Now at Best BuyRead more »



	Friday April 05

	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU – Pink – G1984LL/A – $1,609.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU – Pink – G1984LL/A – $1,609.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU - Pink
    – G1984LL/A
$1,609.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Orange – G19R0LL/A – $1,439.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Orange – G19R0LL/A – $1,439.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Orange
    – G19R0LL/A
$1,439.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Pink – G19N6LL/A – $1,949.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Pink – G19N6LL/A – $1,949.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Pink
    – G19N6LL/A
$1,949.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Green – G19J0LL/A – $1,609.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Green – G19J0LL/A – $1,609.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Green
    – G19J0LL/A
$1,609.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Orange – G19S6LL/A – $1,949.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Orange – G19S6LL/A – $1,949.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Orange
    – G19S6LL/A
$1,949.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Silver – G19E0LL/A – $1,609.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Silver – G19E0LL/A – $1,609.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Silver
    – G19E0LL/A
$1,609.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Purple – G19Q6LL/A – $1,949.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Purple – G19Q6LL/A – $1,949.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Purple
    – G19Q6LL/A
$1,949.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU – Green – G1964LL/A – $1,609.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU – Green – G1964LL/A – $1,609.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 8-Core GPU - Green
    – G1964LL/A
$1,609.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Purple – G19Q1LL/A – $1,949.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Purple – G19Q1LL/A – $1,949.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Purple
    – G19Q1LL/A
$1,949.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »



	05:11 pm
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Pink – G19M0LL/A – $1,439.00 | Refurb Tracker
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU – Pink – G19M0LL/A – $1,439.00
Refurbished 24-inch iMac Apple M3 Chip with 8-Core CPU and 10-Core GPU - Pink
    – G19M0LL/A
$1,439.00

(description not yet available)
Product page on the Apple Store…Read more »
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	8 seconds ago
Restaurant Manager – Eagan – Bloomington –  *Apple*  Valley, MN – GLW – Panda Express (United States) | Job Search Engine
Restaurant Manager – Eagan – Bloomington –  *Apple*  Valley, MN – GLW – Panda Express (United States)
…**Job:** **Panda Express* **Title:** *Restaurant Manager - Eagan - Bloomington - Apple Valley, MN - GLW* **Location:** *UNITED STATES-MINNESOTA- Apple Valley*Read more »



	16 seconds ago
Liquor Stock Clerk – S.  *Apple*  St. – Idaho Division of Human Resources (United States) | Job Search Engine
Liquor Stock Clerk – S.  *Apple*  St. – Idaho Division of Human Resources (United States)
Liquor Stock Clerk - S. Apple St. Boise Posting Begin Date: 2023/10/10 Posting End Date: 2024/10/14 Category: Retail Sub Category: Customer Service Work Type: PartRead more »



	23 seconds ago
IN6728 Optometrist-  *Apple*  Valley, CA- Target Optical – EssilorLuxottica (United States) | Job Search Engine
IN6728 Optometrist-  *Apple*  Valley, CA- Target Optical – EssilorLuxottica (United States)
Date: Apr 9, 2024 Brand: Target Optical Location: Apple Valley, CA, US, 92308 **Requisition ID:** 824398 At Target Optical, we help people see and look great - andRead more »



	30 seconds ago
Child Care Teacher – Glenda Drive/ *Apple*  ValleyTeacher – Learning Care Group (United States) | Job Search Engine
Child Care Teacher – Glenda Drive/ *Apple*  ValleyTeacher – Learning Care Group (United States)
Child Care Teacher - Glenda Drive/ Apple ValleyTeacher Share by Email Share on LinkedIn Share on TwitterRead more »



	37 seconds ago
Teller Part Time  *Apple*  Valley MN  *Apple*  Valley Cobblestone Lake – Wells Fargo (United States) | Job Search Engine
Teller Part Time  *Apple*  Valley MN  *Apple*  Valley Cobblestone Lake – Wells Fargo (United States)
…is not eligible for Visa sponsorship **Posting Location:** + 15574 Pilot Knod Road Apple Valley, MN 55124 @RWF22 **Posting End Date:** Job posting may come downRead more »



	44 seconds ago
Level 1  *Apple*  Support Specialist – CompuCom (United States) | Job Search Engine
Level 1  *Apple*  Support Specialist – CompuCom (United States)
…the right people. Our client is currently seeking a qualified **Bilingual Level 1 Apple Support Specialist** to join their team. This role can be **hybrid / remote**Read more »



	51 seconds ago
Senior Product Associate –  *Apple*  Pay (AMEX Digital Labs) – American Express (United States) | Job Search Engine
Senior Product Associate –  *Apple*  Pay (AMEX Digital Labs) – American Express (United States)
…is seeking a Senior Associate of Digital Product Management to support our Apple Pay product team. Labs drives innovation at American Express by originating,Read more »



	59 seconds ago
Senior Software Engineer –  *Apple*  Fundamentals – Microsoft Corporation (United States) | Job Search Engine
Senior Software Engineer –  *Apple*  Fundamentals – Microsoft Corporation (United States)
…center of Microsoft's efforts to empower our users to do more. The Apple Fundamentals team focused on defining and improving the end-to-end developer experience inRead more »



	1 min ago
Virtual CNA Hiring Event –  *Apple*  Valley Village – Cassia (United States) | Job Search Engine
Virtual CNA Hiring Event –  *Apple*  Valley Village – Cassia (United States)
…have a calling to serve others with compassion and empathy? If so, please join Apple Valley Village Health Care Center for a Virtual CNA Hiring Fair on Tuesday,Read more »



	1 min ago
Housekeeper,  *Apple*  Valley Village – Cassia (United States) | Job Search Engine
Housekeeper,  *Apple*  Valley Village – Cassia (United States)
Apple Valley Village Health Care Center, a senior care campus, is hiring a Part-Time Housekeeper to join our team! We will train you for this position! In this role,Read more »



	1 min ago
Nurse Anesthetist –  *Apple*  Hill Surgery Center – WellSpan Health (United States) | Job Search Engine
Nurse Anesthetist –  *Apple*  Hill Surgery Center – WellSpan Health (United States)
Nurse Anesthetist - Apple Hill Surgery Center Location: WellSpan Medical Group, York, PA Schedule: Full Time Sign-On Bonus Eligible Remote/Hybrid Regular Apply NowRead more »



	1 min ago
Beauty Consultant –  *Apple*  Blossom Mall – JCPenney (United States) | Job Search Engine
Beauty Consultant –  *Apple*  Blossom Mall – JCPenney (United States)
Beauty Consultant - Apple Blossom Mall Location:Winchester, VA, United States (https://jobs.jcp.com/jobs/location/191170/winchester-va-united-states) - AppleRead more »



	2 mins ago
Hair Stylist –  *Apple*  Blossom Mall – JCPenney (United States) | Job Search Engine
Hair Stylist –  *Apple*  Blossom Mall – JCPenney (United States)
Hair Stylist - Apple Blossom Mall Location:Winchester, VA, United States (https://jobs.jcp.com/jobs/location/191170/winchester-va-united-states) - Apple BlossomRead more »
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						Smart Spacers® are the Ultimate Table Divider for any table. Conference Tables, Portable / Folding Tables, Rectangle Tables, Round Conference Tables, Round Tables, Assisted Living, Banquet and Events, Clampless Versions, Conference Rooms, Executive and Meeting Tables, Offices, Restaurants, acrylic, rectangle, banquet, conference, club, dining, restaurant, hospitality, section, barrier, screen, zone, Tabletop, square, panel, plexiglass, social distancing, sneeze guard, table divider, divider panels, virus protection, plexiglass dividers, round table divider , Sneeze Guard divider, plexi partitions, plexiglass partitions, acrylic partitions, round table, safety overhang, social distancing, physical separate, 
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